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Based on data analytics, Momentum Corporate is 
already seeing the generational shift in the profile of 
the retirement fund membership – with  just over 50% 
of members being millennials, up from 39% in 2013.

to keep up with the changing world of work, the 
retirement fund industry needs to reconsider its offering 
and adapt.  the shift in our member profile has given us 
unique insight into this important demographic, which is 
set to shape the workplace for many years to come. 

Shaeera essop, the Strategic Client engagement 
Manager at Momentum Corporate believes that it is 
critical that employers, consultants, principal officers and 
retirement fund trustees understand the psychographics 
of this generation.

Is your preferred retirement 
fund geared for millennials?  
Characteristics that will shape 
the retirement funds of the future
Millennials’ (25 to 34-year-olds) representation in the workplace is growing 
rapidly and this group is expected to make up almost a quarter of the global 
workforce this year. 

Below are some of the broad millennials’ characteristics 
which must be considered in order to keep up with a 
rapidly-evolving workplace: 

# 1 Health, wellness and technology 
Millennials are value-based and therefore prefer to pursue 
their dream careers with employers whose mission 
matches their values. they also place a high premium on 
their health and wellness and having a healthy work-life 
balance. 

Millennials embrace technology in every sphere of 
their lives and expect highly personalised customer 
experiences from the brands they interact with. in the 

Millennials 
access their 
retirement 
savings to 
pursue their 
international 
travel dreams. 
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workplace, this implies that employers cannot regard 
millennials as just another employee number. 

#2 Job-hopping impacting retirement 
outcomes 
Millennials change jobs every two to three years.  
Job-hopping is the norm for them, unlike baby-boomers 
and previous generations before them.

Millennials seek immediate gratification and view 
retirement as a transition phase and not necessarily a 
set end date of their formal working careers.  this means 
that they access their retirement savings more than once 
during their working careers to pay off debt or to pursue 
their international travel dreams. this behaviour severely 
compromises the likelihood of millennials maintaining  
their standard of living during retirement. 

#3 Low levels of financial literacy and 
savings drive high financial vulnerability 
the Momentum/unisa Consumer Financial vulnerability 
index revealed that for the last two years, South African 
consumers’ finances have been under severe pressure. 
While millennials are the most financially vulnerable 
age group, a lack of financial literacy is a key driver of 
continued financial vulnerability in addition to low savings 
(see #2) and high debt levels. these factors are all 
exacerbated by a very weak local economic environment.

the lack of financial literacy is of particular concern. 
Momentum Corporate’s employee benefits terminology 
research revealed that only 16% of millennials understand 
the concept of a retirement replacement ratio and less than 
44% are aware of investment-related terminology such as 
investment allocation, future contributions and fund credit.  

Retirement funds need to be geared  
for millennials 
this growing demographic will require flexible and 
innovative product solutions from retirement funds 
to address their specific needs.  in addition, service 
experiences and engagement must create tangible  
value in the eyes of the millennial in the present. 

At Momentum Corporate we believe that it starts with 
financial education, which is vital for reducing millennials’ 
financial vulnerability. retirement funds should offer 
financial education and benefit counselling through a 
multi-channel approach, which includes digital platforms, 
such as access to live webcasts or video content, to cater 
to millennials.  

it is not only about what you provide but also about how 
you engage. it is imperative that retirement funds offer 
smart, intuitive and personalised digital services across 
a range of touch-points, from medical underwriting to 
assistance to members when they change employers. it 
is particularly important that these smart digital platforms 
facilitate more informed decision-making at the time of 
resignation. this increases the probability that millennials 
will preserve their savings, ultimately helping them to be 
financially independent when they retire.

retirement funds that offer millennials a programme 
that rewards their healthy lifestyles, creates platforms 
for meaningful engagement and ultimately demonstrates 
value, will be successful in attracting Millennial members. 

our new buzz word at Momentum Corporate is 
#Yoro – You only retire once. We cannot stress the 
importance of planning for retirement enough and we 
want Millennials to understand why it is never too soon  
to start.

trustees, principal officers and consultants have an 
important role to play to ensure that the retirement fund 
solutions available to millennial employees are appropriate. 
they must ensure that communication about the value of 
retirement savings is engaging and meaningful. 

one size has never fit all, and it definitely is not going  
to in future. n

This group is expected to make up almost a quarter of the 
global workforce this year.

Our new buzz word at Momentum Corporate is #YORO - 
You Only Retire Once. 
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2020! A new decade with new challenges. We are 
facing a vast array of issues contributing towards 
the slowdown in our economic landscape. And 
one of the major setbacks is load shedding – 
especially during working hours, which is a major 
obstacle for business growth. 

The effect on small businesses particularly, is significant, 
hamstringing them from increasing potential customer gain and 
satisfaction. The power cuts over the past few months have had 
a debilitating effect on our country, exacerbating the country’s 
unemployment crisis as production slows down, restricting 
potential business growth and often resulting in retrenchments.

Despite this gloomy scenario, there is some positive news. In his 
recent State of the Nation address, President Cyril Ramaphosa 
announced that municipalities with an adequate financial standing 
would be allowed to purchase electricity from IPPs.

While it is almost certain that we will continue to live with load 
shedding for some time to come, President Ramaphosa said it was 
imperative that we continue to try to build a capable state to help 
move our economy along the road to recovery.

Whilst we move forward into the second quarter of the year, I 
would like to point out that entrepreneurs wanting and needing to 
see growth in their businesses, should not take a back seat. As the 
saying goes, ‘out of sight, out of mind’. It’s time to be bold and make 
yourselves known!

We hope that all South African businesses can continue to grow at 
a steady and sustainable rate this year. Let’s work together to combat 
poverty and the other pressing issues that negatively affect our 
economy. May 2020 be the year for positive change for all.

Best wishes

editor@sabusinessintegrator.co.za

EDItoR’S  
L E t t E R

Elroy van Heerden
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UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
• Application to be submitted within 12 months 
  of termination of service. 

• Bene�ts payable up to 365 days provided you 
  have su�cient credits. 

• Payable to workers who lose income due to 
  reduced working time. 

• Not payable in case of resignation.

MATERNITY BENEFITS
• Application can be made 8 weeks prior to the 
  birth of a child, or within 12 months of birth 
  of the child. 

• Benefits are payable at a flat rate of 66%.

• Maternity benefit will be paid for a miximum 
  121 days, provided you have su�cient credits. 

• A claimant must have been employed for at 
  least 13 weeks prior to the date of application.

ILLNESS BENEFITS
• Application to be made within 6 months 
  that the applicant ceases to work due to 
  illness. 

• A medical certificate must be submitted to 
  con�rm the period of illness lasting longer 
  than 7 days. 

• Benefits can be paid to a maximum of 365 
  days provided you have su�cient credited.  

 

•  
 

•  
 

 

Applications can be made at the nearest 
Labour Centre, or via www.u�ing.co.za

UIF Call Centre (012) 337 1680, or 
Toll Free number 0800 843 843
Visit: www.labour.gov.za

MORE INFORMATION

 

 

ADOPTION BENEFITS
• Application to be made within 12 months 
  after issuing of the adoption order by the 
  court.

• The adopted child must be younger than 
 2 years.

• Benefits are payable from the date on 
  which court grants an order of adoption.

DEPENDANTS BENEFITS
• Surviving spouse/life partner/dependent 
  child must apply within 18 months from the 
  death of the contributor. 

• Contributors can nominate their own 
  bene�ciaries provided there is no surviving 
  spouse/life partner/dependent child.

• Benefits can be payable up to 365 days 
  subject to su�cient credits.

UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE

BENEFITS

 UNEMPLOYMENT
INSURANCE

AMENDMENT ACT
2016

UIF_fcp.indd   1 2020/02/27   1:28 PM
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SABS - WORKING WITH AND FOR INDUSTRIAL COMPANIES 
  AND GOVERNMENT

The South African Bureau of Standards supports the industrialisation effort of the Department of Trade 
and Industry. SABS is a founding member of the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO). 
SABS has an established network of national, regional and international partners that develop technical 
solutions adopted as South African National Standards (SANS), this in return enables business and 
government to:

Improve the quality of products and services 
Enhance competitiveness and access to markets
Ensure that procurement of products and services meet quality standards

SABS provides services to assist the implementation of best practice solutions and achievements

 

of quality products and services:

More than 7000 South African National Standards
Testing services for a diverse range of products 

 of companies to management system standards
 of products and the application of the SABS Mark Scheme

Training of management and employees on implementation of SANS
Consignment Inspection Services

Verification to local content requirements

Local production and content is an IPAP initiative aimed at stimulating the 
manufacturing industry to improve South Africa’s economic performance and increase
job creation.  All suppliers in the designated sectors will have to meet the set minimum
local content requirements if they are tendering for goods, works and service contracts
within the public sector

    

SABS a trusted partner in delivering quality assurance.
Contact SABS to establish support for your
standardisation aspirations.S
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SoluGrowth redefining  
the future of Business  
Process Solutions

SA BuSineSS integrAtor spoke to SoluGrowth’s senior 
management team about the company’s strategic 
positioning towards economic growth in South Africa.

sabusinessintegrator.co.za
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Chief Executive Officer,  
Sandile Gwala 
Tell us more about yourself, and your educational 
and employment background prior to co-founding 
SoluGrowth.
I was trained as an Information Systems professional 
and I completed a B.Com in Information Systems 
before I completed my Post Graduate qualification in 
Computer Auditing. Prior to joining deloitte with a focus 
on outsourcing, I was a SAP R/3 systems analyst. When 
I joined deloitte as an IT Auditor, I assisted with the 
audit of a number of audit clients using SAP systems. 
I subsequently did my MBA and then moved into 
operational turnarounds and outsourcing. At the time of 
my departure from deloitte, I was the managing partner 
responsible for Outsourcing and Managed Services 
throughout deloitte Africa. 

What is the company’s core business focus and how 
well does the company position itself within the 
market of critical skills?
Our core business focus is in business process 
solutions (BPS), which includes Business Processes 
Re-engineering projects; digitalisation & Automation of 
business processes and Outsourcing of some business 
processes. As a BPS provider we primarily focus on 

INTERVIEW SABI Vol11 Mar-Aug20.indd   11 2020/03/02   9:32 AM
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Finance & Accounting (including Procurement), Human 
Resources (including Payroll) and IT (including Learner 
Management Systems). In the digital age we currently 
operate in, and being based in South Africa, we drive 
the use of automation and digital technologies, such as 
Robotics Process Automation, Data Analytics and more, 
to be competitive against other global outsourcers. 

Therefore, future proofing the skillsets of our people, 
through the training and development of our team in the 
areas of the new, enabling technologies I just mentioned, 
in order for them to be prepared for the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (4IR), is a critical element of our operations. 

We have partnered with the Finance & Accounting 
Services SETA to recruit previously unemployed 
graduates. Some of our key global clients are served by 
these youth.

We also encourage members of our leadership team to 
assist in external skills development initiatives happening 
across the country.

One of our best examples is the GetReady programme 
set up by one of our Associate Directors, a programme 
that provides employment to some graduates from the 
programme. I also volunteer as a Board member of 
Harambee, an organisation focused on solving the youth 
unemployment problem, not just in South Africa, but 
throughout Africa.

We recognise the opportunity for significant job 
creation if the South African BPS industry focuses on 
developing the right skills to deliver its services to the 
Global Business Services (GBS) industry. Developing 
these critical skills is a priority for SoluGrowth.

Your philosophy is client-centricity. Please tell us how 
you and your team maintain that positive experience 
for existing and new customers.
We deliver a strong value proposition to our clients 
designed to deliver against the SoluGrowth value chain. 
From the moment a client has a business process problem 
that needs to be solved, to the point at which SoluGrowth 
is delivering operational excellence for the client, we are 
continuously focused on enhancing the client’s operational 
effectiveness, efficiencies and performances. 

Rather than focusing on selling business process 
solutions and imposing a huge standard delivery centre 
that all clients should comply with, we are focused on 
reducing our clients’ business process problems. We use 
technology efficiencies and leverage operational scale to 
achieve results in a unique manner for each client. For me, 
that is what client-centricity is all about: focusing on the 
problem rather than the bouquet of tools one has to offer. 
This is a critical element to growing our business globally.

Our value chain is always top of mind. At its core it is all 
about Transformation-Outsourcing creating Continuous 
Improvement, to the point where I encourage our team to 
keep this in focus during every meeting they have, whether 
it be in a support role or in a core-business role. 

As growth is critical to the sustainability of this 
business, we have made several investments with our 
clients in mind. 

These include investments in:
 •  a team that develops the appropriate solutions  

for our clients
•  a team of professionals with significant BPS 

experience that provide the best advice on mapping 
out the journey to operational excellence

•  a strong delivery team led by subject matter experts 
in their field, and

•  the set-up of an efficient structure that enables all 
teams to work in an environment that constantly 
focuses on continuously improving clients’ 
processes. 

SoluGrowth has a global footprint and currently 
services clients with head offices in three continents. 
How does the company practice and uphold its global 
mindset?
The world is flat, and we need to respond to South 
African companies that have either grown beyond 
the country’s borders or have offshored IT services 
to India and other outsourcing hubs. We also assist 
global companies entering various countries on the 
African continent through a centralised Shared Services 
offering. In addition, we assist global companies with 
the offshoring of their GBS centre, which integrates into 
their global shared services. Fulfilling this global role 
helps us ensure we remain relevant in South Africa and 
markets beyond South Africa, such as the US, UK and 
Australia. 

Furthermore, the GBS network is vast and to thrive on 
the global stage we need to ensure we’re tapping into 
this network regularly. SoluGrowth does this in several 
ways.

Firstly, we ensure we are constantly informed of the 
latest global trends and tools available that enhance 
the GBS value proposition, by accessing and applying 
the insights available from the Shared Services and 
Outsourcing Network’s (SSON) Analytics offering, 
thereby ensuring we remain competitive in our service 
offering to our global clients.

Secondly, several members of our team are members 
of the International Association of Outsourcing 
Professionals (IAOP). Their focus is on enhancing 
collaboration between GBS and outsourcing 
professionals globally. Our teams’ access to this ensures 
we are aware of and apply global best-in-class practices 
in the GBS industry.

Finally, client-centricity is driven by understanding a 
client’s problem and there is no better way of achieving 
this than through actual conversations and workshops 
with clients. To this end each of our directors are 
constantly traversing the globe to meet our clients, 
keeping abreast of global trends and contributing to 
these trends at international conferences.  These include 
the annual Shared Services and Outsourcing Week in 
Europe and the IAOP conference in the US. The evidence 
of our application of all these insights is exemplified by 
the extension of our contracts with our global clients, 
highlighting our competitiveness on the global stage.

sabusinessintegrator.co.za
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industry is very important to me, as a passionate South 
African, a business leader and an Business Process 
Services professional. 

Having the potential to drive South Africa’s economy 
forward is no longer enough, although it needs to be 
complemented by implementing the right strategy that 
delivers on this potential. I consider further applying my 
significant experience in the industry through a role that 
independently oversees the appropriate implementation 
of the right strategy for the South African GBS industry 
as a responsibility that I cannot step away from. As such, 
my involvement in BPeSA is very important to me and 
SoluGrowth. 

Being in the trenches of the GBS industry as the 
CEO of SoluGrowth complements my role of critical 
oversight as a board member of BPeSA, and ensures I 
am delivering on the South African agenda to the best of 
my abilities.

sabusinessintegrator.co.za

Please elaborate on the company’s core values and 
how that supports and empowers the company’s 
contribution towards economic growth.
Our six core values are innovation, mutual respect, 
customer-centricity, integrity, excellence and 
accountability. 

Innovation is key to ensuring that we are constantly 
increasing the value we create for clients. Without it, 
our clients would tire of us and find better alternatives. 
A collaborative and positive work environment is critical 
to us delivering on our promise to our clients and 
having respect for each other as human beings. First 
and foremost, this ensures we work together with the 
professionalism required to succeed on all our client 
engagements. 

This extends across race, gender and culture. Solving 
our clients’ problems is what matters to us the most, and 
this is the focus of customer-centricity in SoluGrowth. 

When we developed our core values, our team was 
emphatic about the inclusion of integrity, given the current 
backdrop of the decline in reputation of South African 
professional services firms. Our team wanted to ensure 
that as part of our DNA, we could firmly state that we 
wanted no part in this decline, which is why integrity is a 
core value to us and drives our business decisions. 

When it comes to excellence, we put ourselves in 
the shoes of our clients. We quickly understand how 
upsetting it is to receive a proposal that is of poor quality 
or receive services that do not align (or even attempt to 
exceed) the KPIs promised. It became very clear how 
important it is for us to put our best foot forward from 
the first moment we engage a potential client, to when 
we complete our engagement with them. That is what 
excellence means to us.

Finally, we are not in the business of running 
SoluGrowth with a finite mindset, but rather with a 
focus on creating a sustainable business that our key 
stakeholders are proud to be associated with. We hold 
ourselves accountable to our stakeholders who include 
our people, our clients and our shareholders, as well as 
the broader community within which we operate. This 
core value of accountability is the foundation of why we 
wake up daily to drive a sustainable business forward and 
contribute to the growth of the South African economy 
together with our clients.

Overall, I am exceptionally proud that our core values 
were developed with our entire management team and 
adopted by the entire business.

You are also serving as a board member of the 
national board of BPeSA (Business Enabling South 
Africa). How do you manage two such important 
roles?
As a South African company, we have a responsibility to 
contribute to the growth of the economy that supports 
the communities we operate in. Recently, the World 
Bank ranked the South African GBS industry as one of 
the top three drivers for economic growth in the country. 
Therefore, leading a company that contributes within this 

Jeanelle Connolly, Associate 
Director: Global Finance  
and Accounting 
In today’s global economic climate, CFOs and  
Finance Directors are pressured to reduce costs and 
improve efficiencies. Keeping technology at  
the epicentre is crucial to deliver on your clients’ 
business requirements. What is the power of RPA 
implementation in the F&A space to deliver an 
innovation advantage?
For our clients, and specifically the large multi-national 
clients that we serve, it is no longer sufficient to 
have well-trained resources achieving a high rate 
of efficiency. The benefit of labour arbitrage has 
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long been forgotten with innovation being the main 
disruptor. 

RPA allows for the automation of repetitive tasks. This 
in turn allows individuals delivering low-value tasks to 
add more value higher up the value chain. For example, 
where a report was created by an individual using multiple 
platforms to collect and combine information, RPA will 
automate this and allow the individual to analyse, rather 
than just create, a management information pack. 

RPA can be deployed to solve many different business 
challenges, old and new, with the power to act as an 
additional FTE (working 24/7) functioning on multiple 
platforms, including ERP, MS Office products, MIS and 
the like.

RPA also minimises and eliminates any user mistakes 
that would typically occur though a manual data input 
process.

RPA will soon become “the new Excel” in the F&A 
space with many of the recent RPA platforms allowing 
any user without coding experience to effectively use the 
software.

SoluGrowth employs nearly 300 employees and 
positions itself around critical skills. SoluGrowth 
recognises Impact Sourcing as an integral component 
for the social economy. How has SoluGrowth been 
instrumental in helping disadvantaged youth in 
training and upskilling?
Our Impact journey started with the Financial & 
Accounting Sector Education and Training Technical 
and Vocational Education and Training (FASSET TVET) 
programme in October 2014, followed by the GetReady 
programme focusing on unemployed graduates where we 
managed to build and develop a pipeline of talent that has 
been deployed in all of our scalable projects.

SoluGrowth has employed over 70 learners to date, 
with approximately 90% retained as employees after 
completion of their learnership.

Within a few years, many of these learners have grown 
into mid-management positions and are engaging with our 
global clients on a daily basis. Impact Sourcing will remain 

one of our key recruitment strategies given the success 
we have experienced over the last five-and-a-half years.

It is important to note that a critical part of the success 
was patience. We deliberately invested in time on training 
and development and designing groups that could learn 
from each other through their experiences.

“
SoluGrowth’s 
commitment is to 
partner with customers 
at the forefront of 
change and empower 
them to unlock value, 
and so accelerate  
their transformation 
agenda. 

“

Gaopalelwe Mogapi, Senior 
Manager: Digital Technology  
Sales Team 
Your recent appointment at SoluGrowth is in line with 
the organisational strategy to expand its technology 
solutions. Tell us about your role in Digital Technology, 
and why is digital transformation imperative for all 
businesses. 
I have over 15 years’ experience in ensuring a digital 
transformation agenda is achieved through technology 
innovation, ranging from a wide variety of solutions, 
across a wide range of technology platforms, across 
various industries.

As part of the Digital Technology Sales team, my agenda 
is to ensure that SoluGrowth’s expansion strategy beyond 
the outsourcing business is realised through partnering 
with our clients on adoption of 4IRsolutions such as 
Robotics, Artificial Intelligence and Data Analytics. We 
pride ourselves in not only ensuring a smooth transition in 
automation of critical business functions, but also walking 
the journey with our clients to ensure that their strategic 
business objectives are achieved, as well as skills gaps 
addressed as a trusted advisor.

Artificial Intelligence and Robotic Process Automation 
solutions are undoubtably at the heart of every business 
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leader’s agenda. However, organisations aren’t seeing 
digital transformation taking shape at the required speed, 
with varied and mixed maturity results. SoluGrowth’s 
commitment is to partner with customers at the forefront 
of change and empower them to unlock value, and so 
accelerate their transformation agenda.

Digitalisation is central in 4IR and this offers a variety 
of opportunities for female empowerment. How do 
you see a shift towards greater female empowerment 
in a digital economy? 
Digital transformation in itself presents a challenge to
address the shortage of women in STEM-related careers 
globally.

More and more administrative functions are being 
automated, giving room for added opportunities at a 
strategic executive level to ensure Return on Investment 
is realised and implemented. This gives women an 
opportunity to influence the strategic direction of 
businesses growth in line with 4IR technologies.

sabusinessintegrator.co.za 15

The latest statistics reflect a different reality, with youth 
unemployment in South Africa being more than 50%, 
effectively meaning that on average, one in two youth 
are unemployed. A total of 31% of South Africa youth 
between 15 and 24 years are unemployed, even though 
some have tertiary qualifications. This leads to feelings 
of hopelessness, and at times, even depression, due to 
the realisation that in South Africa, a tertiary education 
doesn’t always equate to increased prosperity for the 
graduate and their family, despite all their sacrifices.

This challenge is worsened because, according to 
the World Economic Forum, future skills are not taught 
in most courses provided by tertiary institutions. Yet, 
employers rate future skills as the highest contributors to 
whether they will take on a graduate for employment.

These include skills such as critical thinking, persuasion 
and influence techniques, effective communication, agility/ 
flexibility and complex problem solving. When one adds 
the complexities being brought by 4IR, the deepening 
crisis in our country’s unemployment challenge is 
particularly challenging.

Perhaps this is why President Ramaphosa refers to it 
as a “crisis” and “the most grave and pressing challenge”. 
It is argued that over 50% of jobs that will exist in 2030, 
don’t exist today due to 4IR technologies. The future skills 
mentioned above will be key to developing and being able 
to do these future jobs, which will be a combination of 
technology and human skills (the ‘softer’ skills).

Together with Boitumelo Moche, I founded GetReady. 
We both have personal experience of unemployment. 
We sought to provide a programme that will prevent 
other graduates from experiencing the heartache that we 
endured.

We accept unemployed graduates from diverse 
backgrounds, qualifications and tertiary institutions, 
empower them by providing these future skills and 
personal mentorship and coaching. We teach interview 
techniques to our mentees to ensure that they succeed 

Manqoba Zungu, Associate 
Director, Business Development 
You currently head up Business Development at 
SoluGrowth, but you also co-founded a mentorship 
and training programme called Get Ready to upskill 
the unemployed graduates of South Africa. Tell us 
about the highly successful programme and how it 
works?
‘My child, education is the key that you require to open 
doors to prosperity.’ That is what I was told as a youngster 
and for many, this narrative serves as a motivation for a 
better life for most South Africans. 

“
It is argued that over
50% of jobs that will exist
in 2030, don’t exist today
due to 4IR technologies.
These future skills will be
key to developing and
being able to do these
future jobs, which will be
a combination of
technology and human
skills (the ‘softer’ skills). 

“
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and learn in their job interviews (facilitated by GetReady) 
and ultimately thrive in the workplace.

In excess of R30 million has been raised towards salaries 
and over 154 graduates have been placed in sustainable 
employment since the programme was launched in June 
2017. This has been achieved through the support of 
numerous corporates and private companies in South 
Africa, as well as the guidance provided by our GetReady 
Advisory Board, which is comprised of captains of industry 
who share the same passion as the co-founders. Personally 
I love this quote by Nelson Mandela: “Sometimes it 
falls upon a generation to be great, YOU can be that 
generation.” GetReady’s purpose is to #LiftAsWeRise, 
so that as many graduates as possible can see, feel and 
experience the prosperity that they have been longing for. 
Our goal is be THAT great generation.
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profit organisation called Nunnovation Africa Foundation, 
which focuses on skills development in the 4IR space, 
particularly targeting communities with limited access 
to digital platforms. To date, we have trained over 2 000 
young people, varying from primary school to unemployed 
youth. We teach coding, robotics and gaming in a practical 
way, complemented by design and critical thinking skills. 

As CEO of Nunnovation Africa (NAF), a Non-Profit 
Company, has received several accolades to promote 
innovative solutions to empower youth and woman in 
SA. Can you highlight some of these achievements?
This is an interesting part of my life where the work we 
have done has been recognised and celebrated. The 
accolades include: 

•  Top 50 Inspiring Women in Technology, awarded  
by the Kingdom of Netherlands

•  Social Innovation awarded by the European Union
•  Women of Fortitude, awarded by the government  

of South Africa
•  Best Training and Development, awarded by the 

Global Advisory Council

You also lead Solugrowth’s Millennial Advisory Board, 
why is this an important initiative for the firm? 
The Millennial Advisory Board, also known as the MABs, 
is made up of a team of young dynamic individuals who 
work at SoluGrowth. Given that SoluGrowth is comprised 
of almost 70% millennials, MABs plays a pivotal role in 
research, development and advisory to the business of 
today, and helps us consider how we can gear ourselves 
up for the business of tomorrow. 

Innovation, collaboration, agility and disruption are 
a few words which drive our thinking. The MABs are 
empowered by SoluGrowth to be thought leaders in 
various areas and we are currently building a virtual 
library where their knowledge will be recorded and 
used by SoluGrowth staff as a teaching tool covering 
topics like blockchain, artificial intelligence, quantum 
computing, alternative workspace models and more. n

“
To date, we have 
trained over 2 000 
young people, varying 
from primary school to 
unemployed youth. We 
teach coding, robotics 
and gaming in a practical 
way, complemented 
by design and critical 
thinking skills. 

“
Ngwako Ramohlale, Business 
Executive, Innovation 
You have recently been appointed on G20 Young 
Entrepreneurs South Africa (YESA). What does this 
role entail?
This is an exciting one! I’ve recently joined as a Board 
of Trustee’s member of YESA, which is the official 
South African representative member of the G20 Young 
Entrepreneurs Alliance. The alliance convenes each year 
in advance of the G20 Heads of State Summit and B20 
Business Leaders’ Summit, with the aim of promoting the 
importance of youth entrepreneurship to G20 nations 
governments, business leaders and political leaders.

How do you champion 4IR to enable sustainability? 
Similar to my colleagues at SoluGrowth, I am encouraged 
to follow my passion through other NGOs, so I run a non-
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“If you want to go quickly, go alone. 
If you want to go far, go together.” 
       – African proverb 

At SoluGrowth we believe in walking the long road 
with our clients to help them achieve their goals.  
Our range of world-class business process solutions 
help companies and governments solve complex 
problems across the globe that drive efficiencies  
and unlock growth opportunities. 

As a South African Black-owned company marking 
our first year of operations, we make every day count 
towards achieving those goals. We have contributed 
to South Africa’s human capital through skills transfer 
and job creation for almost 300 people. By partnering 
with our African and global clients we are creating 
solutions for the economy that will indelibly transform 
the face of South African business. We are a proud 
South African change maker. 

Growth 
catalyst. 
Change 
maker. 
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AGRICULTURE

25 years since democracy  
– how has SA’s agricultural  
sector performed?

South African agriculture has progressed markedly over 
the past 25 years and exports have reached record 
levels. But how far transformation has gone remains 
unclear. Organised agriculture and government need  
to craft a common vision for the sector with clear rules 
of the game and monitoring systems.

By Wandile Sihlobo, Chief Economist of the Agricultural Business  
Chamber of South Africa (Agbiz). 
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headlining the growth potential in Asia and the Far East, 
this region is significant enough to warrant more attention, 
especially given that there is currently no preferential market 
access for South Africa’s agricultural sector in this region. 

South Africa is having to compete with the likes of 
Australia and Chile, who have secured trade agreements 
that have afforded them a significant competitive 
advantage which could end up threatening South Africa’s 
market share and future growth.

India an important agricultural  
export market for SA 
If one looks into Asia’s leading agricultural products 
importers, India is ranked the second importer after China. 
The products that underpinned this tremendous growth 
in India’s agricultural and food imports included palm oil, 
soybean oil, sunflower seeds, coconuts, cashew nuts, 
cotton, sugar, apples, dates, greasy wool, whiskies, coffee 
and grapes.

South Africa, although a key producer and exporter of 
some of the aforementioned products (namely greasy 
wool, sugar, apples and grapes), doesn’t even feature 
in the top 40 countries supplying agricultural products 
to India. In 2018, South Africa was ranked the 46th 
largest supplier of agricultural products to India by value, 
accounting for a mere 0.3% of the US$21.2 billion worth 
of India’s agricultural imports. 

The key agricultural products that South Africa exported 
to India were pears, dog and cat food, greasy wool, 
oranges, apples, maize seed for sowing, cotton, and 
mandarins, amongst other products.

South Africa, together with its Southern African 
Customs Union (SACU) partners have been negotiating a 
preferential trade agreement (PTA) since the mid-2000s. 
However, 15 years of on-and-off negotiations have not 
amounted to a favourable outcome. Negotiations for 
opening up India’s market have inevitably come with 
difficult conditions, especially given their substantially 
larger tariff book. However, given the market size and 
potential of India, it is important that further considerations 
be made to allow South African agriculture to capture its 
export market opportunities.

South Africa’s export share to China 
remains negligible
In the case of China, South Africa’s agricultural exports 
account for 0.5% of China’s agricultural imports. The 
key agricultural products that China imports include 
soybeans, cotton, malt, beef, palm oil, wool, wine, 
strawberries, pork, citrus and barley. South Africa’s 
presence within the Chinese market is mainly wool, citrus, 
nuts, sugar, wine, beef and grapes. But within these 
products, South Africa’s share remains negligible, with 
the exception of wool.

What has constrained South Africa’s growth in these 
markets over the past few years is not the fact that the 
products in demand are not produced in South Africa,  

We can all have different views about the agricultural 
policies that the South African government adopted 
with democracy, but the one thing we can all agree 
on, is that the sector has grown tremendously. 
Importantly, this expansion was not driven by a few 
sectors but has been widespread, including livestock, 
horticulture and field crops.

Of course, the production of some crops has declined 
over time, most notably, wheat and sorghum. This, 
however, had a lot do with changes in agro-ecological 
conditions and falling demand in the case of sorghum,  
not policies.

This uptick in production has been underpinned, largely, 
by the adoption of new production technologies, better 
farming skills, growing demand (locally and globally),  
and progressive trade policy. 

We use the words – progressive trade policy – solely 
to highlight South Africa’s standing in global agriculture. 
South Africa was the 32nd world’s largest agricultural 
exporter in 2018, the only African country within the  
40 top world’s largest agricultural exporters in value 
terms. This is according to data from Trade Map.

This was made possible by a range of trading 
agreements the South African government secured over 
the past couple of years, with the most important ones 
being the African, European and Asian regions. The 
African continent and Europe now account for about  
two-thirds of South Africa’s agricultural exports. Asia is 
also an important market for South Africa’s agricultural 
exports, demanding a 25% export share in 2018.

An export-led growth strategy 
South Africa’s trade policy is underpinned by an 
export-led growth strategy. This means that the country 
essentially looks to grow its economy by deepening and 
expanding its export markets. Such efforts can be seen 
through South Africa’s participation in trade negotiations 
which seek to increase market access with traditional 
trading partners such as the European Union (EU) and 
penetrate new markets in Africa through the African 
Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA). 

The focus on these two key regions comes as no 
surprise since they represent a significant portion of 
South Africa’s export revenue, specifically in the case 
of the agricultural sector. More than two-thirds of South 
Africa’s agricultural exports are concentrated within the 
African continent and the European Union (EU).

More recently, Asia and the Far East (particularly India 
and China) have become a key growth frontier that 
present South Africa with new opportunities to expand 
its exports. Overall, Asia has accounted for a quarter of 
South Africa’s agricultural exports, with indications that 
South Africa can potentially increase its market presence 
substantially in the future. 

In Asia and the Far East, India and China are especially 
interesting because they account for 36% of the world’s 
population, whose economic sizes are US$3.2 trillion 
and US$15.5 trillion respectively. With India and China 
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but rather trade barriers. In part, this is because of the 
way China facilitates agricultural trade

Aside from the exports
The increase in agricultural output is the reason South 
Africa is now ranked 45th out of 113 countries in the 
Global Food Security Index, making it the only African 
country within the top 50. We do recognise, however, 
that boasting about this ranking when millions of South 
Africans go to bed hungry every day is contradictory.

We must remember that the Global Food Security Index 
balances the four elements (affordability and availability, 
quality and safety) to arrive at a rating and covers matters 
at a broad national level. In this regard, South Africa 
produces enough food to fill the shelves of supermarkets 
with high-quality products but still has a long way to 
go in addressing household food insecurity as many 
households cannot afford the food that is available in a 
way that meets their nutritional demands.

What is worth reiterating is the fact that despite South 
Africa’s relatively lower average income, the country still 
manages to punch above its weight in terms of food 
security. This is testament to the country’s competitive 
agricultural sector and its ability to supply food at a 
relatively low cost. 

Boosting rural households’ income 
through job creation in the agricultural 
sector
Although the Food Security Index indicates South Africa 
is food secure, there are pockets of food insecurity 
within the country when you consider a household-level 
perspective. While there are a number of interventions 
that can assist in supporting households’ access to 
nutritious food, one form of intervention that can boost 
rural households’ income is through job creation in the 
agricultural sector. 

With agriculture having gained prominence as one 
of the sectors that could bring about rural economic 
development and job creation in South Africa, the 
government’s approach to realising this vision should be 
regionally focused. Such an approach not only makes 
sense in terms of reducing poverty but also in exploiting 
the potential of underutilised land. 

Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal and the Eastern Cape 
arguably have about 1.6 million to 1.8 million hectares 
of underutilised land which can be sustainably farmed 
for increased food security over the long term. This is 
according to a 2015 study by McKinsey Global Institute.

Admittedly, the current land governance system 
(communal land) has been cited as one of the hindrances 
in agricultural development in these provinces as it limits 
investment. But, solving such matters can take a long 
time and land reform policy is still being debated across 
the country. The near-term practical approach that can 
make a difference is structuring an innovative agricultural 
finance instrument – such as blended finance – which 
pulls in capital and human capital from both private and 
public sectors. 

Transformation
As encouraging as this agricultural progress story 
is, some may ask whether the gains we’ve seen in 
agricultural production over the past two decades have 
been widely shared across different cohorts of farmers in 
South Africa?

There are no easy answers to this, as we lack data on 
the entry-level of black farmers to agriculture in South 
Africa (and progress). Likewise, even the existing sector 
has seen consolidation and corporatisation, which means 
that the number of farmers in the sector has decreased. 
However, statistics may not paint the full picture as 
the professionalisation of the sector has also led to 
more formal employment opportunities being created 
for qualified persons as family farms have somewhat 
been replaced by professional agribusinesses with line 
managers.

But what we can not ignore is the anecdotal evidence 
pointing to a rise of black farmers in some corners of 
South Africa. We see this in field crops, horticulture and 
livestock. 

As we continue on this agricultural journey, let’s always 
be cognisant of the progress South Africa has made in 
boosting our agricultural fortunes. And in the quest to 
grow and be more inclusive, be forever vigilant of the 
unintended consequences of the policies we seek to 
implement. Equally, we must never be complacent with 
the dualism that we continue to see in South Africa’s 
agricultural sector. n

More about Wandile Sihlobo
Wandile Sihlobo is Chief Economist of the Agricultural Business Chamber of South Africa (Agbiz), and a member of President Ramaphosa’s 
advisory panel on Land Reform and Agriculture. Sihlobo is also a member of the Council of Statistics of South Africa (Stats SA), and a part-
time Commissioner at the International Trade Commission of South Africa (ITAC). 

Sihlobo is a columnist for Business Day, Daily Maverick and Farmers Weekly magazines, and as a member of the South African Agricultural 
Economics Association, also the author of the blog, Agricultural Economics Today. He has previously served as an economist at Grain South 
Africa (Grain SA). 

Sihlobo holds a Master of Science degree in Agricultural Economics from Stellenbosch University. In 2018, Agricultural Writers SA named 
Sihlobo Agriculturalist of the Year. In 2019, Sihlobo was one of the Mail & Guardian's Top 200 Young South Africans.
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STORAGE TANKS AND WATER SOLUTIONS
SBS Tanks®, a proudly South African company based in Pinetown, Kwazulu Natal, specialises in liquid storage solutions 
within the South African market servicing a multitude of industry sectors including Mining, Fire Protection, Municipal, 
Water Conservation, Food and Beverage, and Agriculture. 
The SBS Tanks® range has been designed, developed and engineered with expertise gained from over 20 years of 
experience within the international water storage industry. SBS Tanks® offers a broad product range of liquid storage 
tanks for multiple applications, from 12 kilolitres in capacity to the largest single storage solution of it’s kind, the 
impressive 3,3 megalitre capacity water storage tank. Manufactured from pre-fabricated Zincalume® steel panels, and 
fi tted with an approved liner, SBS Tanks® are highly resistant to corrosion and proven to be an effective and reliable 
product offering. 
As a company, SBS Tanks® operates on a shared set of corporate values and principles, with customer focus and ongoing 
investment in research and development being key elements. We as a corporate entity believe that, not only is it possible 
to achieve our objectives through positive business practice, but we can equally take positive steps toward framing our 
future simultaneously.

BUILT TO 
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NEEDS OF ALL 
COMMUNITIES

Call +27(0)86 048 2657 or visit www.sbstanks.co.za for more information.
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OpiniOn: SuStainable agriculture

Nedbank’s innovative solutions 
to mitigate effects of climate 
change on agri sector

While not yet a full-blown crisis, South africa’s ongoing 
drought conditions demand urgent action to mitigate the 
increasing effects of climate change, especially in the 
agri sector.

By Maluta Netshaulu, Senior Manager at Nedbank Agriculture
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The country needs a coordinated response led 
by government to ensure that, in partnership with 
business and civil society, South Africans adopt a 
proactive approach in dealing with another drought. 

Just four years ago, the country experienced its worst 
drought in 30 years, affecting not only the agri sector, but 
also food security and production. given the importance 
of agriculture to the economy – the sector contributed 
2,2% to the gross domestic product (gDp) in the second 
quarter 2019 – we cannot afford to act when it’s too late. 

the warning signs are there, and the national 
agricultural organisation, agriSa, has called for more to 
be done to safeguard the farming community from the 
effects of climate change. On 30 October 2019, cabinet 
highlighted water challenges, imploring South africans to 
conserve this precious resource following the recent drop 
in the country’s dam levels. but the statistic that ought 
to trigger alarm bells is that South africa is amongst 30 
of the driest countries in the world. this, along with the 
prolonged lower-than-normal rainfall in some parts of the 
country and the recent heatwave, have made life difficult 
for farmers throughout the country. 

notably, the Department of Water and Sanitation has 
implemented contingency measures, but cabinet ought to 
have done more than merely urge people to work together 
to ensure a sustainable use of water. a much stronger, 
coordinated response is needed. in addition to climate 
change, farmers could be hurt by water restrictions, as we 
experienced four years ago. 

Without wishing to be alarmist about the drought 
– we are not at the same levels of 2015 – but the 
situation is a concern. according to agriSa's drought 
report in november 2019, areas such as KwaZulu-
natal, Mpumalanga, the eastern cape and eastern Free 
State, have not had enough rain for large-scale planting, 
while farmers in areas such as the Western Free State, 
limpopo, the eastern cape and northern cape can't 
plant due to over-indebtedness (carryover debt from the 
three-year rolling drought conditions). 

Drought repercussions are serious
this gloomy outlook by agriSa falls short of declaring 
the current drought a crisis, but it is real – and the 
repercussions are serious. 

according to agriSa’ s report, farmers face challenges 
in three main sectors, namely animal production, 
horticulture (fruit production) and agronomy (crop 
production). inevitably, it falls on government through its 
multidisciplinary axis comprised of agriculture, water and 
sanitation and environment to provide a holistic response. 
While efforts are ongoing, government should not allow 
the situation to escalate. 

Private sector comes to the fore 
as with the drought four years ago, the private sector 
came to the fore in a variety of ways. agriSa’ s Drought 
and Disaster Fund has helped more than 14 000 farmers 

to stay in business. the shock statistic in the agriSa 
report that 37,44% of rural communities are affected by 
the drought highlights the need for urgent intervention to 
ensure farmers do not go out of business, resulting in job 
losses or a decline in exports of their produce. 

the need to increase global agricultural production 
by 70% by 2050 to meet the food demand of the 
population that is expected to increase to 9 billion 
people, is overwhelming. that is why the global agri tech 
industry is spending billions of dollars (about $7bn in 
2017 according to the pitchbook platform) on research 
and development to come up with new solutions and 
technologies to address and build resistance to the 
challenges brought about by climate change and resource 
scarcity. at the same time, increasing production without 
additional resources such as land and water. 

Shade netting as a sustainable solution
Some of the solutions are affordable and easy to 
implement. Some, however, are expensive, such as shade 
netting. that is why nedbank agriculture saw the need to 
help farmers finance the installation of shade netting for 
their orchards in a sustainable way.  

Shade netting is a sustainable cover protecting 
horticultural crops from hazardous elements. the 
use of shade netting improves the performance of 
underperforming orchards, acts as protection against 
natural hazards such as hail, high windspeed, frost, 
sunburn and birds, prevents cross-pollination (seedless 
cultivars remain seedless) and improves water use 
efficiency, resulting in better handling of droughts and 
water restrictions. 

the shade netting finance solution is in line with 
nedbank’s bigger-picture approach to business banking, 
which brings a new perspective to the banking needs 
of agri businesses, providing an integrated solution that 
incorporates lending, transactional and value-added 
offerings, innovative industry solutions and partnerships, 
while aligning with the united nations Sustainable 
Development goals (SDgs) to help create a better and 
more sustainable future for the planet. 

nedbank's shade netting finance solution helps 
achieve SDg 6 (clean water and sanitation), SDg 12 
(responsible production and consumption) and SDg 
15 (life on land) directly, with ripple effects that address 
SDg 8 (job security and economic growth) and SDg 10 
(inequality). 

as a bank committed to using its money expertise to 
grow the economy and create jobs, nedbank agriculture's 
shade netting finance solution is in line with the bank's 
purpose of helping clients “see money differently”. it is 
an opportunity to use financial expertise for the benefit of 
farmers in a sustainable way and to contribute towards 
a better planet by meeting key SDgs. beyond shade 
netting, nedbank is ready and willing to join initiatives 
to help the agri sector with meaningful solutions during 
the drought and urge key stakeholders to act before the 
situation worsens.  n
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Ground-breaking initiative creates 
33 000 12-month quality work  
experiences for SA’s youth

SA BuSineSS integrAtor spoke to tashmia Ismail-Saville, chief executive of 
Youth employment Service (YeS), a joint initiative between business, labour and 
government, about the youth unemployment challenges South Africa is facing  
and how they plan to address these challenges.

YES recognises the critical role the youth play in 
shaping our economy and our country. Yet seven 
million young people are shut out of the economy. 

this is why YeS works on innovative and creative 
means through partnerships and technological best-
practice, to create 12-month quality work experiences 
for South Africa’s youth. the only way to reduce 
inequality is to get us all to work, to build incomes and 
to invest inclusively. now is the time to say YeS and 
give young people a life-changing chance. we have 
collaboratively created 33 000 YeS youth jobs at the 
moment, which is enough to fill orlando Stadium. A 
wholesome movement can get us to fill the calabash 
FnB Stadium to capacity by December. 

YeS is an npo unencumbered by bureaucracy or 
for-profit motives, driven by business and supported by 
government and labour. Government can’t do it alone 
and business needs a country that works for it to work. 
Business and society need to join the dots. 

every new job means a new taxpayer. You simply cannot 
leave half the citizenry out of the economy and expect that 
a better future will materialise. 

only together can we build the capacity to change 
things at the scale needed, nothing short of what a 
national movement has the potential to achieve. 

South Africa’s economic reality won’t just go away, 
we have to actively change our mindset, methods and 
motives to equip and create opportunities for youth.  

Tell us more about your educational and employment 
background. 
In 2009, I completed an mBA at GIBS where I was the 
recipient of the corporate Finance prize. I achieved a 
distinction for my final dissertation on macroeconomic 
factors impacting mergers and acquisitions in developing 
markets. 

In my years employed at GIBS business school, 
I founded and headed the GIBS Inclusive markets 
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mindsets, means and motives around creating deeper 
inclusivity.  It’s an innovative approach by government 
and business to work together on a national problem via 
an npo. this approach has been successful as it allows 
YeS to operate, unadulterated by profit motives and be 
unencumbered by bureaucracy. rather, we work with the 
mandate of the most important stakeholder groups to 
focus an undiluted effort on just making jobs happen for 
youth. 

By investing in YeS job creation for unemployed youth, 
interested companies can join over 115 companies that 
have received one and two levels up on their B-BBee 
scorecards. YeS, along with 565 pioneer corporate 
partners, have created 33 706 brand new work 
opportunities for youth. this will result in r1.4 billion in  
YeS youth salaries being injected back into the economy 
via youth wallets. All of this happened in a year, during 
which the economy has been shedding jobs. this is indeed 
a true miracle and good news story. we are targeting  
100 000 work opportunities for youth by the end of our 
2020 financial calendar.  

YES works towards creating employment  
experiences in South Africa. Is this initiative only 
focused on creating jobs for the youth and if so,  
why? 
our country has the highest youth unemployment rate in 
the world, double tunisia’s before the Arab Spring. the 
stats show that a young person with a school leavers 
certificate, on average, only finds employment at the age 
of 30. Another concerning number is that the 56% of 
youth entering the workforce don’t even have a matric 
certificate. If we are going to start solving some of our 
country’s deepest inequalities, it’s clear that we need 
to focus on youth first, as they are the most impacted 
segment of society. these are our future taxpayers, 
clients, employees and custodians of the economy.  
right now, they’re locked out of being able to gain the 
skills and growth needed for our future existence.  

sabusinessintegrator.co.za

programme from 2010 to 2016 at the Faculty of 
Innovation. here, I worked on a 12-country eu study on 
innovation networks and taught at business schools in 
the netherlands as well as the uS, amongst others. I’ve 
consulted to businesses from multinationals like unilever 
to township micro enterprises. I’m not sure which was 
harder! to add on, I co-authored the book New Markets, 
New MiNdsets, and several case studies which examine 
successful business models and strategies in developing 
markets. I’ve started four businesses in my adult life, 
the first being my private practice as a dental surgeon. 
currently, I am in the process of completing my phD 
through maastricht university and I’m also learning how  
to code on an app this year.  

How was the YES initiative born, and what was  
the motivation behind it? 
YeS was conceptualised in 2017, as part of the ceo 
Initiative when business leaders across the country 
recognised that there were several deep issues that 
needed critical attention. one of the most prevalent 
issues, among many others, was the youth unemployment 
crisis which represented a dire threat to the economy. 
with the highest youth unemployment rate in the world, 
business, labour and government realised a joint initiative 
was needed to shift this dangerous reality. 

By working with the South African Department of trade 
and Industry (dti), an amendment to the legislation on 
the codes of Good practice was published to reward 
companies that invest in youth jobs with a level-up on their 
B-BBee scorecard. this is more of a “carrot” rather than 
“stick” approach. Basically, there is a B-BBee benefit for 
companies who invest in creating new 12-month quality 
work experiences for Black South African youth, between 
18 and 35 years of age. 

even bigger benefits await us in the long term through 
creating these jobs now. this has nothing to do with 
B-BBee, but mostly with a functional country that 
acknowledges that our future rests on investing in new 
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YES recognises the critical role the youth play in 
shaping our country and economy. How does YES 
have an impact on the country’s unemployment issue 
and how does YES execute its mandate to tackle this 
issue? 
YeS’s primary focus is to offer a benefit for businesses 
who pay for and create work opportunities for South 
African Black youth. our time is spent working closely 
with business to build models where youth, regardless 
of qualification, are placed into new work opportunities 
wherever we can convince business to create them. 
however, there are some really cool and creative new 
jobs that youth are being placed in. these include areas 
of work within the 4Ir, renewables, green and blue 
economies, in rural and urban township settings, and 
in healthcare and education sectors. many jobs have 
secondary social impacts. 

All youth placed get a smartphone with two zero-rated 
apps, meaning they don’t pay for data. we have a world-
class film and animation-based curriculum to digitally 
deliver a year of essential and work readiness skills to 
youth whilst monitoring the work experience at the same 
time. 

we are building a scaled digital national presence. 
Youth exit with a YeS cv and reference letter which 
dramatically impacts on a young person’s ability to secure 
employment as research has shown us. employers are far 
more likely to trust someone with a de-risking experience 
under their belt and some basic work skills gained from 
a previous opportunity. our absorption rates have been 
phenomenal with a 43% absorption rate on measured 
entities. 

we also run our YeS community hubs which allow for 
the establishment of micro businesses – often developed, 
managed and ultimately owned by the YeS youth. the 
theory behind this is that YeS recognises that youth 
suffer from poor levels of social mobility and spend more 
than half their salaries moving to and from work. the most 
likely place for a first job to cut your teeth on is at a small 
business close to home. we don’t have enough small 
business and hence no mechanism for the absorption  
of first-time work seekers.  

Unemployment is one of the biggest challenges the 
country is currently facing, especially for the youth. 
How far off is YES from its actual target of creating 
one million employment experiences? 
to contextualise, the presidency’s target of one million 
youth jobs is not only a YeS target, but also refers to an 
overall lift through a combination of efforts among similar 
agencies that share a common objective on employment. 

How would you describe the best way forward to 
tackle the unemployment issue in South Africa? 
the South African economy has many structural issues 
that still need to be addressed. many sectors have high 
barriers to entry and early-stage funding for businesses 
remains limited. Investing in our YeS hubs, for example, 
can aid the establishment of a beneficial ecosystem 

within a community. this is where funding, experience and 
knowledge are combined to help youth build sustainable 
long-term businesses that create new jobs in a variety of 
different industries.  

ultimately, jobs will only be created when there is policy 
certainty and economic confidence because businesses 
will invest when they believe that they will generate a 
return on investment. Applying creativity, disrupting the 
status quo and demanding new thinking from the powers 
that be, also helps a great deal. 

we need clear strategies and plans to shift the needle, 
and active citizens as well as businesses to join a 
movement because this is the only way to drive change. 
YeS’s impact is far greater than just creating jobs on 
the back of a B-BBee incentive. rather, YeS is proving 
that business, labour and government recognise the 
challenge facing us and are prepared to collaborate and 
be innovative in creating new jobs for youth.

Do you have any advice for our young business 
owners? 
we want young business owners to feel inspired to come 
up with amazing ideas. these ideas can be transformed 
into opportunities by solving problems and delivering 
value to your own community. opportunity is around every 
corner. YeS can help youth to recognise the right growth 
mindset. more importantly than that, the entrepreneurship 
road is not easy; there will be pitfalls along the way. It 
is crucial to rise above the challenges, dust yourself 
off, build a growth mindset and be resilient. no great 
businessperson with phenomenal ideas succeeded 
the first time. You have to keep trying and keep getting 
better because the country needs you and it needs small 
businesses to lead the revolution.   we can all agree that 
there aren’t many jobs – but there’s an awful lot of work 
to do. let’s do it together: SAY YeS!  n  
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can give is R150 ...

By donating just R150, or any amount you can, you’re  
helping to give the children of Girls and Boys Town a safe 
home environment, access to school supplies and provisions 
to keep them healthy.

Help vulnerable youth S.H.I.N.E.® by making a donation at  
www.girlsandboystown.org.za 
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Hard choices for  
Budget 2020

Citadel Portfolio Manager, Mike van der Westhuizen, 
believes a strong Budget will come down to simple 
action and hard choices taken now for the long-term 
benefit of the country. 

By Mike van der Westhuizen, Portfolio Manager, Citadel
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'The main thing to look at, given that the Moody’s is 
watching closely, is the need to rein in the budget 
deficit, which is starting to spiral even more out of 
control,' he says.

In the 2019 Medium-term Budget Policy Statement 
(MtBPS) the treasury projected a consolidated Budget 
deficit of 5.9% of gdP, averaging 6.2% of gdP over the 
next three years.

A low growth, low inflation environment also affects 
the debt-to-gdP trajectory, the sustainability of which 
Finance Minister, tito Mboweni, has already warned 
about. As a proportion of South Africa’s gdP, the 
MtBPS notes a hike in gross debt from 56.7% in 2018-
19, to 60.8% in 2020-2021 and 71.3% in 2022-23 if 
the status quo does not change something the rating 
agencies are understandably concerned about.

'these numbers show that the previous goal of fiscal 
consolidation is currently not on target,' explains Van der 
Westhuizen. 'Although it must be said that while treasury 
appears to be doing everything in its power to stop 
the slow bleed, it’s a cooperation issue with the rest of 
government and other influential stakeholders.'

this disconnect between what needs to happen and 
the disinclination within government to act is likely to 
come through when Mboweni’s National Budget is 
revealed later this month.

Revenue under pressure
distilling the multiple issues at play, Van der Westhuizen 
explains that, 'government needs to find about R150 
billion in savings over the medium-term expenditure 
framework, being the next three years. that’s essentially 
R50 billion a year in savings that needs to come through.'

But how can this be achieved?
treasury could look, once again, to the taxpayer. But, 

says Van der Westhuizen, 'with the taxpayer already 
squeezed, options are increasingly limited. In prior years, 
we’ve seen personal income tax hikes and last year a VAt 
hike. easy wins are fuel levies and sin taxes that rise every 
year, as well as bracket creep, i.e. not adjusting the tax 
brackets for inflation. Other potential tax avenues could 
include a new upper tax bracket, wealth tax, estate duties 
or even changes to capital gains tax or dividend tax. 
Although helpful, these don’t really do the heavy lifting.'

there has been talk that the only really effective lever 
left to pull could be to raise VAt by one percentage point 
to 16%, which would inject between R20 billion and 
R35 billion in revenue. Although it would be a particularly 
unpopular move politically, it is increasingly possible.

Expenditure in the crosshairs
given the revenue constraints, Van der Westhuizen 
believes all the hard work should be done on the 
expenditure side. But, again, taking steps to contain and 
curb expenditure will come down to political will.

'the big line items here are public sector wages (about 
34% of expenditure), debt service costs (10%) and social 

grants (10%). Interest payments and social grants are 
essentially fixed, leaving the wage bill as the main lever. 
this is a bit tricky at this stage since multi-year wage 
negotiations are still in process and will only conclude 
around March 2021, so we will watch this carefully,' says 
Van der Westhuizen. 

'the government tried a voluntary resignation and 
natural attrition approach to reduce the wage bill, but 
that hasn’t been effective. Maybe the lower inflation 
outlook from the Reserve Bank and pinning of inflation 
expectations might help in negotiating lower wage hikes, 
but that is unlikely to be enough.

'even if government took a firm stance of CPI less 2%, 
which would have the trade unions baying at its feet, 
it would only save about R105 billion over three years, 
leaving us some R45 billion short. the point is that even a 
drastic decline in wage growth doesn’t result in sufficient 
scaling back in spending,' Van der Westhuizen adds.

The SOE drag continues
despite this constrained picture, there is still bound to 
be more budgetary support doled out for state-owned 
enterprises (SOes) and this issue will loom large over 
Mboweni’s speech.

'In late-January we saw the development Bank of 
South Africa (dBSA) grant a loan to South African 
Airways (SAA) as part of its restructuring,' notes Van der 
Westhuizen. 'that represents a red flag in terms of the 
cross contamination of SOes, with a well-performing 
SOe such as the dBSA bailing out a poor-performing 
one. government cannot afford to use its balance sheet 
to rescue these SOes, so it is rearranging the deck 
chairs. Our concern is the strain this might put on the 
better-performing SOes. For now it might not be a big 
issue given that the dBSA does have rules governing its 
lending, but the trend isn’t pleasing,' he adds.

And eskom is likely to remain both a concern and a 
drain. Clearly there is much in-fighting at the parastatal 

“
government  
needs to find about 
R150 billion in savings 
over the medium-term 
expenditure framework, 
being the next three 
years. that’s essentially 
R50 billion a year in 
savings that needs to 
come through. 
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and disagreement about its turnaround direction coupled 
with bouts of load shedding, which indicates that South 
Africa is certainly not out of the woods. 

'eskom will, again, be a massive issue to watch for in 
the Budget,' says Van der Westhuizen. 'For at least the 
next few years, support will have to be pencilled in for the 
utility. If that number were to rise significantly or if there 
were further talk of taking eskom debt on the government 
balance sheet, then we would be in deep trouble.'

What could prove a boost for the country would be 
positive developments around key issues such as power 
generation. 

'there has been much talk about mining companies, 
and other businesses, being permitted to generate their 
own electricity and for independent power producers 
to come onto the gird, but we are yet to see formal 
communication in this regard. If something concrete is 
announced, even some compromise around public-private 
partnerships, then that would be very positive, explains 
Van der Westhuizen.

well be prepared to give SA more leeway, but obviously, 
the credit rating agency will be keeping a close eye on 
Mboweni’s Budget.

'Certainly, everyone expects this Budget to be poor,' 
says Van der Westhuizen, 'but they might manage to 
demonstrate the will to cut expenditure and show just 
enough fiscal consolidation and, in that case, Moody’s 
might delay any decision until November, after the next 
MtBPS.'

that said, while government might do enough to keep 
Moody’s at bay for the first half of this year, it remains 
Citadel’s view that the agency will downgrade South 
Africa in 2020. 

While this would put South Africa out of the World 
government Bond Index, Van der Westhuizen believes it 
is time for the country to take its medicine. 

'Foreigners would come in and sell some of our bonds 
on index exclusion but, with some of the most attractive 
yields available, there would definitely be buyers stepping 
in,' he points out.

Reading the mood
Anyone who follows Mboweni on twitter will be keenly 
aware that the Finance Minister is getting significant 
pushback, making him increasingly despondent with 
the lack of progress. there appears to be considerable 
opposition to his plans, as laid out in the economic 
strategy document released in August 2019.

At this juncture, even those plans might not be 
sufficient. 

'there is no use putting a plaster on a bullet wound. 
treasury knows what needs to be done, but the rest of 
government needs to come on board, stop the wrangling, 
and make some tough decisions to turn the country 
around,' says Van der Westhuizen. until they do, the 
economy will remain locked in a vicious circle of low 
growth.

'Without cooperation within government and putting 
fiscal consolidation on the right path we can’t generate 
growth, which puts us into this death spiral,' he says. 
'Structural economic policy implementation and talk 
around that would be positive in the Budget. We’ve 
had all these plans, which are brilliant on paper, but 
government still lags on implementation.'

Navigating choppy waters
While many are trying to remain optimistic, a pragmatic 
and unemotional approach to the country and the fiscal 
state of the nation is essential at this juncture.

Stressing the role Citadel plays in safeguarding 
portfolios during these uncertain times, Van der 
Westhuizen says: 'We’ve been aware of these risks for 
the past few years and, in terms of portfolio positioning, 
have been underweight South African government bonds 
and overweight enhanced cash and the uS dollar for a 
while. We will continue to search for the lowest risk route 
to get to the other side of the junk divide.'  n

“
treasury knows what 
needs to be done, but 
the rest of government 
needs to come on 
board, stop the 
wrangling, and make 
some tough decisions  
to turn the country
around. until they do, 
the economy will remain 
locked in a vicious circle 
of low growth. 
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The D-Day downgrade
While the state fiddles, and South Africa’s economy 
burns, a downgrade in the country’s sovereign credit 
rating continues to hang over South Africa’s head. While 
the markets have long priced this in, the continued 
expectation that the axe will fall is, in itself, creating 
uncertainty and tension.

On 28 January 2020, Moody’s Investors Service 
analysts noted that it was 'a bit early' to judge the impact 
of both policy and structural reforms. Lucie Villa, Moody’s 
lead sovereign analyst for South Africa, told Bloomberg 
that while the data was not pointing to either a particularly 
positive or negative direction, that 'there is nothing really 
to flag for the time being'. this indicates that Moody’s may 
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for socio-economic  
transformation

the Fourth Industrial revolution has, on the one hand, incited panic and  
anxiety-inducing headlines with regards to threats to jobs, and on the other,  
a sense of positivity about the benefits of new technologies.

By Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams, Minister of Communications & Digital Technologies

4IR – A catalyst
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Preceding industrial revolutions moved humankind 
from relying on animal power to relying on  
machines. Mass production became a reality and  
the introduction of digital capabilities started to  
take shape.

The First Industrial Revolution, powered by the 
steam engine, not only established the primal factory 
floor through mechanisation, and transformed the way 
people travelled, but it permanently altered the market 
structure from agrarian to industrial, from farm to factory. 
The Second and Third Industrial Revolutions, driven by 
electrification and digitisation respectively, gave birth to 
mass production and later automated the factory floor. 

Throughout these industrial revolutions, production was 
first mechanised, then electrified and later automated. 
South Africans, and Africans in general, were broadly 
relegated to the consumption end of the spectrum. 

Other negative environmental impacts have been 
associated with these industrial revolutions, such as 
pollution of land resources, water and air, and an increase 
in the emission of greenhouse gases leading to climate 
change. Societally and economically, the divide between 
those who owned the means of production and those 
who don’t widened massively. Hence, the countries that 
drove the early adoption of steam power and electricity in 
the 19th Century came to dominate global economic and 
power relations.

The difference with the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
(4IR) is that it is driven by an assortment of new 
technologies that combine the physical, digital and 
biological spheres. This is impacting on our economies 
and our ways of life in a massive scale.

The world approach
Several governments across the developed and 
developing world, have in their effort to be proactive 
and harness the potential of 4IR, crafted their national 
strategies for this technological development. These 
countries include Canada, China, Denmark, France, 
Germany, India, Japan, Kenya, Singapore and many 
others.

The various national strategies as outlined by these 
countries seek to address their domestic priorities whilst 
simultaneously asserting their spot in the global AI 
space. For instance, the island city-state of Singapore is 
explicit about its intention to ‘build an AI ecosystem, and 
put Singapore on the world map’. Canada’s AI strategy, 
which is credited to be the first in the world is betting 
on investments in AI research and seeks to establish the 
country as a thought leader on the ethical, policy and 
legal implications of AI developments. 

Meanwhile, the Indian National AI Strategy focuses 
not only on AI for economic development but also for 
social inclusion. Accordingly, India is focusing not only on 
the economic sectors like agriculture, infrastructure and 
transport, but also the social sectors such as healthcare 
and education. 

The South African approach
These major technology shifts and disruptions leave 
the government and citizens of the Republic with an 
immense and urgent responsibility. As government we 
are seized with crafting robust strategies that will ensure 
that South Africa is well positioned to pioneer these new 
technologies. 

We are working hard to ensure that our citizens reap 
the benefits of these technologies while establishing 
precedents for their responsible use. We have also 
deliberately embarked on a process of creating public 
policy frameworks that will prepare us for the problematic 
repercussions accompanying the introduction of new 
technologies.

Our deeply held view and belief is that the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution will enable us to restructure the 
South African economy. The uptake and usage of 
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Machine 
Learning and Robotics will, undoubtedly enable us to 
catch up with other advanced nations in the world. 
However, the Fourth Industrial Revolution will not deliver 
to us without our own decisive interventions.

Government has therefore been deliberate in its efforts 
to bolster a coordinated and collaborative approach 
towards our effective execution of a 4IR response 
strategy. This requires the combined effort as government, 
public entities, private companies, civil society and 
academia; amongst others.

In his maiden State of the Nation Address in 2018, 
President Cyril Ramaphosa committed to establishing 
a commission that will steer South Africa towards the 
digital industrial revolution. This led to the establishment 
of the Presidential Commission for the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (PC4IR) in early 2019. The Commission has 
now delivered a diagnostic report for South Africa that 
basically advocates to putting people at the centre of  
this technological development. 

“
The difference with 
the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution (4IR ) is that it 
is driven by an assortment 
of new technologies that 
combine the physical, 
digital and biological 
spheres. This is impacting 
on our economies and our 
ways of life in a massive 
scale. 

“
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as a country, we are not only interested in staking our 
claim in the 4Ir and aI space, but we also strive to make 
it inclusive and ensure that the benefits are distributed 
fairly and evenly across society, particularly those who 
were historically marginalised and disadvantaged. this 
would require a lot skilling, re-skilling and up-skilling 
for our communities. this technological phenomenon 
demands a skilled workforce that is continuously learning 
and keeping pace with the rate of development and 
change, lest be obliterated to redundancy by “bots”  
and algorithms.

SA to build a capable “4IR army”
Consequently, we have sought to “build a capable 
4Ir army” that is equipped with the necessary skills, 
knowledge and access to opportunities that enable it 
to aptly respond to the data driven environment. this 
includes our bold vision to train one million young people 
on data science and related skills by 2030. Further, 
we have prioritized the creation of smart communities, 
targeting three towns for the year 2020 in line with the 
district development Model. 

In building an innovative state, we have prioritised 
development of the sMMe sector as it has significant 
labour absorptive capacity more than the larger firms that 
are currently restructuring to respond to a challenging 
economic climate.

as the PC4Ir has identified artificial Intelligence as one 
of the foremost innovations that can act as catalysts for 
digital and 4Ir enabled growth, we will work with relevant 
role players to establish an artificial Intelligence Institute 
as an innovation platform to drive cutting edge innovations 
relevant and suited to address south africa’s own needs.

however, one cannot talk about the transition to new 
innovations such as smart communities, big data and 
digital government when there are still citizens who 
cannot access a basic mobile telephone service. that 

“
In building an innovative 
state, we have 
prioritised development 
of the sMMe sector 
as it has significant 
labour absorptive 
capacity more than the 
larger firms that are 
currently restructuring 
to respond to a 
challenging economic 
climate. 

“

is why in July 2019, we issued the final Policy direction 
mandating the communication regulator, ICasa to license 
the much-needed high demand spectrum for mobile 
communications services.  ICasa has started with its 
preparations for this spectrum licensing process.  as part 
of the process, we will expedite the implementation of 
digital migration so that we free more spectrum. 

By and large, the Fourth Industrial revolution is within 
our control so long as we are able to adopt a collaborative 
approach to exploit the opportunities it presents. n

Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams, Minister of Communications  
& Digital Technologies.
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SA Iot 
open-access 
ecosystem 
committed 
to improving 
quality  
of life for 
South  
Africans
SA BuSineSS integrAtor spoke to Phathizwe Malinga, Managing director  
of Sqwidnet, a dark Fibre Africa (dFA) company, about low-cost access  
to Iot (Internet of things) solutions. 
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More about Phathizwe Malinga, MD, SqwidNet   
Phathizwe Malinga, Md of Sqwidnet, a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
dark Fibre Africa, is responsible for building an Internet of things 
(Iot) connectivity business in South Africa in partnership with 
international Iot giant Sigfox and is driving innovation through Iot by 
working closely with Sqwidnet’s ecosystem of partners. 
Malinga is passionate about 4Ir and the impact it will have on 
Africa’s life expectancy. with Iot being the cornerstone of data-driven 
decision-making, he is exposed to amazing Africans, in business 
and society, using Iot and other 4Ir technologies, such as artificial 
intelligence (AI), machine-learning, and robotics to continuously 
improve their products and services, and our quality of life. 
He has been involved in the information technology and the 
telecommunications industry for over two decades. Before joining 
Sqwidnet, Malinga was the Head of Software development and It 
Application Strategy at Life Healthcare Group. 
He completed his executive MBA from the Graduate School of 
Business, Cape town, and continues to guest lecture with the 
university. He is also a faculty member of Singularity University and 
is privileged to sit on the board of Bizmod Consulting (Pty) Ltd as a 
non-executive director. Malinga is also one of the founding members 
of the Iot Industry Council of South Africa, the country’s first Iot 
industry representative body.

You have been involved in the information technology 
and telecommunications industry for more than two 
decades and have a great passion for the industry. 
Please tell us more about your career background and 
how you have ended up leading SqwidNET. 
I love technology. I love what it can do, how it can change 
lives, and I especially love when it’s beautifully made. And 
the lines between art and tech are becoming even more 
blurred. this is what drew me to the beginning of my 
career as a software developer, and eventually to heading 
up software development teams. After doing my eMBA, I 
decided to expand my horizon to technology that not just 
changes but improves lives. And that’s what I believe we 
are part of, at Sqwidnet. 

SqwidNET is a wholly- owned subsidiary of DFA (Dark 
Fibre Africa) which is the premier provider of open-
access fibre connectivity. Please tell us more about 
SqwidNET’s mandate. 
Sqwidnet, just like dFA, is a wholesale network provider, 
but exclusively dedicated to Iot. we have a nationwide, 
business-grade network that guarantees to hear your Iot 
devices that are Sigfox certified. we are a part of a strong 
South African Iot open-access ecosystem that is committed 
to improving the quality of life for South Africans.   

SqwidNET’s network is based on the Sigfox standard 
which enables a multitude of low-cost, low-power 
devices to make life much safer, easier and 
convenient. Please tell us more about Sigfox. 
Sigfox is a single global Iot network. If you have a Sigfox 
ready™ device, it can roam for free in any of the 70+ 
countries Sigfox has a presence in. Sigfox is not only a 
network, but the inventor of Sigfox technology as well. 
this technology is focused on reducing the total cost 
of Iot. the phrase these days is “democratising Iot”, 
meaning, getting the cost to be so low that it seems free. 
In the last two years we have seen them drop the cost of 
their communication chip device from $2 to $0.02! this 
makes use cases like “disposable single use trackers” 
that are eco-friendly possible. the company is based 
in France, but every country they are in has a partner 
like Sqwidnet who operates the network with the local 
context in mind.   

Our education system isn’t designed to produce the 
kind of workforce that can manage knowledge about 
finished goods. However, SqwidNET in collaboration 
with Sigfox, has announced the introduction of a 
new technology competition called IoT SA University 
Challenge, for all tertiary institutions nationwide. 
Please tell us more about this venture and what the 
aim of this challenge is. 
the technologies that are emerging, like Sigfox, bear this 
context of no to low education in mind. It is extremely easy 
to learn how to build Iot solutions using Sigfox. Students 
without a matric, (still in high school) who are not maths 
or science or technology experts are able to do this in 
less than an hour. 

this technology isn’t just possible, it is here. It is 
extremely affordable, available commercially. despite this, 
we see unemployment rise and social ills not addressed.  
the university challenge aims to give an opportunity for 
tomorrow’s leaders to touch and feel this technology, 
And we challenge them to do so by addressing on of 
our social ills. we hope to increase our showcase of 
South Africans who continue to show the world that 
the solutions lie within ourselves, and that we, as South 
Africans, are capable.   

4IR has the potential to connect billions of people 
globally to digital networks, improve the efficiency 
of organisations and transform asset management. 
How is this effecting or benefitting our current 
unemployment crisis? 
the theory of disruption states that despite advances in 
technology, established companies will focus their innovation 
on retaining the existing market. the result of this theory is 
that if you are not part of the market, despite your needs, 
you will not be addressed by the established companies’ 
ever-changing products. we see this with someone who 
couldn’t afford an iPhone, 11 iterations later, still can’t afford 
an iPhone if their earning power hasn’t changed.  

And this is the good news for our unemployed. 
Because this means that there’s a market desperate to be 
serviced, just not at a premium price point. And then, the 
more good news, is 4Ir, is making available technologies 
like Iot so affordable that they can be used to lower an 
entrepreneur’s cost of entry.  

this means that for some of our unemployed (you still 
need a low level of education like, attended high school) 
you can enter the market as an entrepreneur instead of an 
employee, and produce products and services that have a 
captive audience.  

One day we will have the time to do a study and we will 
find that 4Ir technology was critical in shifting the needle 
of unemployment positively. Our drive at Sqwidnet is to 
do everything to be an integral part of that story. driving 
innovation through Iot. n
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The McKinsey Global Survey on digital transformation 
found the success rates of transformation to be 
alarmingly low – just 26% amongst high-tech, media 
and telecoms companies, and as low as 4% in other 
industries. These low figures belie the immense 
potential benefits of successful transformations, 
which include significant improvement to customer 
experience and employee engagement as well as 
overall business improvement resulting in increased 
revenues. The low success also raises the question  
of why such an important step in businesses’ 
evolution presents such a big hurdle. 

‘The key to defining success is having a clear picture 
of what it looks like in the context of both medium- and 
long-term business objectives. Having established 
this, developing a clear road map towards achieving it, 
along with measurable milestones, is critical,’ say Vino 
Govender, Executive for Strategy at Dark Fibre Africa 
(DFA). 

Govender believes that the picture of success should 
be a clear but realistic one and should consider a number 
of factors. He points out that what can be considered 
as success will differ based on geographical location, 
availability of skills, and overall organisational culture.

‘For example, in countries  with high levels of digital 
literacy, you would expect to see greater levels of 
transformation; transformation in a medium-sized 
company with young leadership and staff will go a lot 
quicker than in a large corporate with long-established 
systems and processes and long-serving employees,’  
he explains. 

Dark Fibre Africa –  
our digital-transformation journey

At the beginning of 2020, many business leaders will have no doubt taken 
time to reflect on the past year. In line with Gartner’s recent finding that digital 
transformation is a priority in more than 90% of organisations globally, it will  
have certainly been one of the key focus areas for many organisations. 
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Vino Govender – Executive: Strategy, Mergers  
and Acquisitions, and Innovation. 

“
It’s commonly understood that digital transformation is not about 
technology but about people – from putting the customer at 
the centre of our transformation to taking our employees and 
other stakeholders along for the journey – emphasising people 
empowerment and people-centred leadership. 

“
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DFA’s objectives in the medium term are to deliver  
a superb customer experience whilst growing its  
revenue and product market share in a sustainable 
manner. This must be achieved against a backdrop of  
the ever-changing and competitive ICT landscape.

‘As we embarked on our digital transformation, we took 
into consideration how our business operating model and 
architecture needs to evolve to meet the above-mentioned 
objectives,’ Govender says. 

He adds that this included an evaluation of the current 
state of business operating model and associated 
processes and systems, the desired state and a gap 
analysis between both states.  

‘This analysis informed a prioritised set of digitalisation 
initiatives that would enable us to close the gaps in a 
manner that created incremental value to meeting our 
business objectives,’ Govender adds.

The digitalisation initiatives ranged from foundation 
ones, such as data management and data integrity 
activities, to more advanced initiatives, including 
catalogue driven order management automation and 
AI driven network management initiatives. DFA plans 
to introduce more levels of automation where this is 
appropriate to meet its business objectives. In addition 
to this, data analytics and organisation-wide data-
governance practices will remain at the top of the 
company’s priority list. 

‘We also understand, however, that it takes more than 
a good strategy to make progress towards our desired 
destination,’ Govender continues. 

He points to employee buy-in as being perhaps one  
of the most critical factors for success. 

‘It’s commonly understood that digital transformation is 
not about technology but about people – from putting the 
customer at the centre of our transformation to taking our 
employees and other stakeholders along for the journey 
– emphasising people empowerment and people-centred 
leadership.’

‘Throughout the journey, robust change management 
has been, and will continue to be an imperative. DFA is 
planning more awareness campaigns and training as 
part of a continuing commitment to putting people at the 
forefront of our transformation. 

‘It is a popular saying that a journey of a thousand miles 
begins with a single step. We have certainly made inroads 
towards an even more digitally transformed DFA. It is a 
journey that our people and our customers are walking 
with us towards shared success,’ concludes Govender. n
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About DFA 
DFA is the premier open-access fibre infrastructure and connectivity provider in South Africa. We finance, build, install, manage and maintain 
a world-class fibre network to transmit metro and long-haul telecommunications traffic. We started rolling out our fibre network in 2007, and 
to date, we have deployed over 13 000km of ducting infrastructure in major metros, secondary cities and smaller towns. We have now also 
expanded our operations into Zimbabwe. our network runs with an industry-leading uptime of 99.98%. We lease our secure transmission and 
backbone fibre infrastructure and provide associated connectivity services to telecommunications operators, internet service providers, media 
conglomerates, tertiary education institutions, municipalities, government organisations and other businesses, large and small, on equal terms.

Top five digital 
transformation tips

•  keep a big picture approach. This means 
understanding your destination before setting  
off on your digital transformation journey and  
most of all, making your customers the focal  
point of your transformation endeavours. 

•  Define what success means relative to your 
organisation’s business goals and against 
the various factors that will impact your 
transformation.

•  Have definite, realistic measurable goals at 
various points of the process – then keep 
building on the success. Unrealistic goals can 
often hamper the process by creating a sense  
of never quite hitting the mark. 

•  People, people, people – drive digital 
transformation at the people level and you 
will create a number of advocates across the 
business. 

•  Cut your losses. During the digital transformation 
journey, you will encounter a number of firsts  
and, as with any other unexplored undertaking, 
there are a number of risks associated with it.  
The worst thing you can do is to keep sinking 
money into what is not working.

DFA HeAD OFFice
96 Koranna Avenue, Doringkloof,  
centurion 0157
W www.dfafrica.co.za
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ADVERTORIAL: TAcTILE TEchnOLOgIEs

Established in 2001, Tactile Technologies focuses on 
touch screen, auto-id and payment technology. With 
offices in South Africa (Johannesburg, Cape Town and 
KZN), Belgium and Taiwan, Tactile distributes several 
industry leading brands in the touch, auto-id and 
payment industry. 

On your way to the airport you might stop at an Engen 
fuel station, where we have about 3 000 touch screen 
monitors at their Points of sale (POs). Once at the airport, 
the self-service check-in terminals contain ELO touch 
screen monitors. As you go through security, airport staff 
will scan your boarding pass at a kiosk (supplied by our 
client integrator) containing an ELO touch screen monitor.

We’re not finished yet, because even Airports company 
south Africa (AcsA) security uses ELO touch screen 
technology to scan your luggage. And we’re still not done - 
you might go for a bite to eat at a spur, KFc, Wimpy, Ocean 
Basket, nando’s, steers or Milky Way … all which use ELO 
touch screen monitors and/or FEc POs terminals.

Technology-wise, about 70% of these products are 
equipped with ELO’s leading surface Acoustic Wave 
Technology, which has taken the south African market 
by storm. It features a zero-bezel front, allowing flush 
integration and approaches a 0% failure rate. The 
technology is currently being deployed by leading 
retailers such as Mr Price and Engen.

Tactile Technologies have some big plans for the 
coming years.

Retail, telecommunications  
& government projects
According to Mauro Mercuri, group Director, 2019 
was a great year for Tactile, despite the struggling 
economy and low business and consumer confidence. 
The company secured some big contracts in the retail 
and telecommunication sector, one of which saw Tactile 
selected to supply one of Africa’s largest retailers with 
over 18 000 POs units. 

It was projects like this that saw the brand increase 
turnover by more than 20% in 2018. 

‘Our channel is growing at a healthy pace as more and 

Did you know that when you fly in south Africa 
you encounter and use Tactile Technologies 
products every single time?

more customers are using our platforms. But there is still 
a lot of work to be done,” Mercuri notes.

‘Tactile Technologies has also had some big projects 
with government entities that were a great success. We 
worked with the department of transport on a new project 
for A new Learner Driver’s Testing system for south 
Africa,’ he adds.

Electronic testing terminals for 
communities in remote locations
With today’s technology being as advanced as it is, the 
answer is obviously a shift from paper-written tests to 
electronic tests. This is where Tactile Technologies steps 
in with the design for a touch screen all-in-one that’s 
embedded in an enclosure and desk-mounted, with 
screens between the desks to prevent communication 
between students during the test. 

These specialised testing terminals (usually 20 per 
center) are then placed into a classroom or a large van, 
which not only delivers a mobile testing station solution 
to far-flung communities in remote locations, but also 
reduces the load on the brick-and-mortar testing centres.

so far, over the past five years, the new testing booths 
have been rolled out to over more than 50 sites around 
the country, predominantly in gauteng and a few in 
Limpopo Province and the Western cape. With each 
testing site featuring an average of 20 terminals, Tactile 
Technologies have managed to deliver at least 1 000 
touch screen terminals, according to Anthony shumba 
who is head of channel sales for Tactile. n

Tactile Technologies positively  
impacting the interactive space in sA 

TacTile Technologies
W  www.tactiletechnologies.com
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Tactile Technologies was established in 2001. Our core focus was and still is professional touch 
screen technology. We have expanded our portfolio throughout the years and now offer Touch  

Technology, Auto-ID and Payment solutions.

We assist our customers needing quality hardware platforms for their professional applications.  
Approach us for touch screen monitors, tablets, Mini-POS units, hand held scanners as well as  

scanning engines, and locally approved payment terminals.

The Tactile Package

•  Top quality products
•  Focus and expertise
•  +70 years of experience
•  Product-, application- and  
   market knowledge
•  Superb pre-sales guidance
•  Superb after sales support
•  A true business partner

Market Expertise

•  Retail   
•  Industrial
•  Medical  
•  Banking
•  Gaming  
•  Government
•  Mining  
•  Military
•  Hospitality  
•  Self Service

38 Satum Crescent Linbro Business Park Johannesburg South Africa 
T: +27 (0)11 553 8010 

E: info.za@tactiletechnologies.com  l  service.za@tactiletechnologies.com  l  support.za@tactiletechnologies.com
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Companies & intelleCtual property 

Companies prepare  
for the CipC’s new  
compliance checklist

the Companies and intellectual property Commission (CipC) has introduced a 
new requirement for all south african companies to declare their compliance with 
specific sections of the Companies act 2008 (act) by completing and submitting 
a compliance checklist online. the new requirement came into force on 1 January 
2020 and requires companies to submit their compliance checklist before they  
can file their annual returns.

By Madelein Burger, Elodie Maume, Cindy Leibowitz and Marina Hodgkinson at Webber Wentzel

Madelein  
Burger

Elodie  
Maume

Cindy  
Leibowitz 

Marina  
Hodgkinson 
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What is the purpose of the compliance 
checklist?
Whilst it is a requirement of the Act that companies file an 
annual return in the prescribed form within the prescribed 
period, neither the Act nor the regulations to the Act 
require companies to file a compliance checklist. This new 
requirement has been set by the CIPC. Companies have 
questioned the purpose of the compliance checklist and 
are concerned that compliance will be burdensome.

The stated purpose of the compliance checklist, 
according to the CIPC, is to ensure compliance with the 
mandatory requirements of the Act. The CIPC also states 
that the compliance checklist will serve as an educational 
tool for directors and company secretaries, in guiding 
them with regards to their responsibilities in terms of the 
Companies Act.

The checklist contains a list of 24 questions which a 
company is required to answer by "yes", "no" or "not 
applicable". A company is required to consider each 
question in relation to its business activities during the 
preceding calendar year. The list of questions can be 
found here. The questions do not provide any detail about 
the relevant sections of the Act and merely state the 
number of the sections. 

In addition, companies are not afforded the opportunity 
to provide commentary or an explanation for their answers.  
This would arguably hinder a company from answering a 
question in the negative.  It is also unclear how the CIPC 
will assess answers from companies without the provision 
of any background information. The usefulness of the 
checklist in its current format for purposes of monitoring 
compliance with the Act is questionable.

“
The CIPC says that the 
compliance checklist will 
serve as an educational tool 
for directors and company 
secretaries, in guiding 
them with regards to their 
responsibilities in terms  
of the Companies Act. 

“

Who will need to complete a 
compliance checklist and by when does 
it need to be submitted to the CIPC?
The new requirement will apply to all personal liability, 
private, public, state-owned and non-profit companies. 
Companies will be required to complete and submit their 
compliance checklist before they can file their annual 
returns. Companies will therefore need to check when 
their annual return is due and put processes in place to 
make sure that their compliance checklist is submitted 
before this date.

ComPAnIes & InTelleCTuAl ProPerTy ComPAnIes & InTelleCTuAl ProPerTy 
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The timing for filing of the compliance checklist gives 
rise to some practical challenges. Annual returns must be 
filed within 30 business days after the anniversary date 
of the company’s date of incorporation, together with 
a copy of the company's annual financial statements or 
financial accountability statements, as the case may be. 
The financial statements submitted with the annual return 
normally represent the financial position of the previous 
financial year (as a company's financial year-end does not 
necessarily coincide with the date of filing of its annual 
return). This could lead to a mismatch in financial and 
compliance reporting periods and requires clarification 
from the CIPC.

What are the consequences of not 
submitting the compliance checklist?
The CIPC intends to use the compliance checklist to 
monitor and regulate proper compliance with the Act and 
has stated that if it identifies trends of non-compliance, it 
will "act accordingly". It is unclear what "act accordingly" 
will entail.

The CIPC had originally indicated that if a company fails 
to complete the compliance checklist, it will not be able to 
submit its annual returns. Failure by a company to file its 
annual return results in the company incurring penalties, 
and eventual de-registration (if annual returns have not 
been completed for two consecutive years). However, 
the compliance checklist e-service available on the CIPC 
website has not (yet) been linked to the e-service for 
filing of annual returns. Companies are therefore still able 
to file their annual returns without filing their compliance 
checklist first. Accordingly, it is unclear how the CIPC will 
stop companies from filing their annual returns without 
filing their compliance checklist first.

What are the consequences of 
submitting incorrect information  
in the compliance checklist?
Where a person knowingly provides incorrect information 
to the CIPC in completing the compliance checklist,  
then such person commits an offence in terms of the Act 
and could be liable to a fine or to imprisonment for up to  
12 months or to both a fine and imprisonment. The Act 
defines the term "knowingly" very broadly. It not only 
includes actual knowledge but also where a person 

reasonably ought to have investigated the matter to an 
extent that would have provided the person with actual 
knowledge or take other measures which, if taken, would 
reasonably be expected to have provided the person 
with actual knowledge of the matter.  In light of the broad 
definition of the term "knowingly", a person may be 
held liable for negligently or accidentally completing the 
compliance checklist incorrectly.

Ensuring accurate completion of the checklist may 
prove to be somewhat challenging when one considers 
that the checklist covers an extensive portion of the Act 
and regulations to the Act.  From a practical perspective, 
completion of the checklist will require input from 
various officers at the company, from the directors to the 
company secretary (if the company has appointed one) 
and accountants or auditors. It is therefore essential for 
businesses and their officers to have a working knowledge 
and reasonable understanding of the Act and regulations 
to the Act and to put processes in place to check for 
compliance. If a company does not have internal resources 
to do this, they may need to hire the services of a suitably 
qualified professional. If you do not have a working 
knowledge or reasonable understanding of the Act, you 
may experience difficulty in completing the checklist.

The proposed format of the compliance checklist 
issued by the CIPC is very vague and requires further 
clarification from the CIPC. In the meantime, companies 
must apply their mind carefully when completing the 
checklist to avoid sanctions for non-compliance. Webber 
Wentzel is working on a guide to assist it in advising 
companies in ensuring compliance with these new 
requirements. n

CoMPAnIES & InTELLECTuAL ProPErTy 

“
It is essential for businesses 
and their officers to have  
a working knowledge
and reasonable 
understanding of the Act 
and regulations to the 
Act and to put processes 
in place to check for 
compliance. 

“
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DIGITALISATION

Can SA adapt to the 4IR?
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) refers to the various 
technological advancements including, digitisation, robotics, 
virtual reality and artificial intelligence impacting the globe. 
This new reality has a distinct and disruptive impact on the 
workplace and specifically the workforce, as technology 
replaces repetitive, manual and process-driven work and 
imposes new skills set requirements on workers. A decrease 
in the need for specific types of workers is ill received by 
stakeholders grappling with the realities of digitisation, 
despite many of the same stakeholders enjoying the benefits 
and convenience of digitalised products and services. 

By Natalie Singer, talent specialist, speaker, trainer,  
consultant & business coach
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What can be done?
We cannot deny nor ignore the 4IR and its associated 
technological developments. The South African 
workforce stands a better chance of surviving this 
revolution if individuals have the right mix of skills to 
allow them to keep pace with the evolving landscape. 
Now, more than ever, workers need to focus on 
maintaining relevant skills (particularly digital and 
emotional intelligence) as they will need to transition 
between work projects and relationships multiple times. 
It is already estimated that by the age of 30, workers 
would have worked across more than 200 projects and 
held more than 10 jobs.  

Private employment agencies, including Temporary 
Employment Services (TES), are responsive to these 
changes and are in fact recognised globally as labour 
market enablers – providing solutions, not only to 
the organisations that require flexibility to adjust to 
competitive conditions, but also to individual employees 
and new entrants who need to navigate multi-contracts 
and regular skills and work transitions.

TES provides valuable services to both employers and 
workers, enabling them to navigate 4IR changes. 

Did you know? The Confederation of Associations in 

the private employment sector (CAPES) represents on 
average 700 000 workers per day. 

It has been said that AI will largely replace IQ but that DQ 
(digital intelligence) and EQ (emotional intelligence) will be 
crucial baseline competencies. Building ongoing skills on top 
of this foundation is vital because there is a strong correlation 
between learning-unlearning-relearning and sustained 
economic mainstreaming. Sixty percent of jobs that will exist in 
2030 do not yet exist and well-prepared employees can adapt 
easier to the changing requirements of industries. 

Labour markets need to become more dynamic to 
encourage investment, improve global competitiveness 
and maintain employment levels. With the arrival of 4IR, 
organisations will have to invest in ongoing training 
to keep their employees current and provide their 
businesses with the best chance of success. 

It is crucial to ensure that when businesses invest in 
skills development, that they consciously include a large 
component of new skills. This will assist employers in 
avoiding large-scale retrenchments and displacements of 
workers as has been the case in a number of industries 
already.

Registering with a legal and compliant TES agency is 
free! Never pay to get placed. n

DIGITALISATION
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Taylor says current business theory – from Harvard 
to Oxford and Cambridge – is to strip out layers of 
personal contact, consolidate these areas, cut staff by 
two-thirds and save a whole load of money. 

of course, as taylor points out, what they don’t tell you is 
you can also lose a whole lot of customers: ‘None of these 
theoretical models ever tell you what the consequences 
are. You try and phone your bank or mobile company; 

Nashua turns  
convention on its head

When Nashua Ceo Mark taylor was looking to drive growth, he redesigned the 
entire business, turned convention on its head and defied contemporary business 
advice. today turnover is over r3.4 billion and bad debt less than 0.45% with a 
customer satisfaction index of 9.31. 

you’re 7 000 in the queue and they listen to your query but 
there is no way they can solve it because they don’t have 
the competence, yet somehow this has become the model 
that we are encouraged to embrace.

‘Centralising your call centre, centralising your service 
scheduling – i think this is a wonderful idea if you want to 
erode your value proposition or your service ethic to your 
customer. And save a few rand,’ he adds.
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Every franchise has a call centre
instead, taylor expanded these areas: every one of the 
40 Nashua franchises has their own call centre with 
more than 200 people employed and over 630 service 
technicians in the field. 

‘every one of the 40 Nashua franchises has a one-on-
one relationship with their clients. When we talk about 
why people trust us and what the value of that trust is, 
this is crucial – i know i can trust that when i phone that 
number, i know the person. if i don’t, i can phone the 
franchise owner or the technical manager on his own 
phone and he’s going to answer because he knows me,’ 
he says.

in trying to weigh up the balance between what is 
efficiency and what is service, taylor concludes that you 
can use service as a driver to grow your revenue and 
your profit, especially in the age of fourth generation iP 
tools that feedback every incidence; every time a service 
technician has been out to any customer and why.

Promoter Score System gauges 
customer loyalty
Nashua began using the Net Promoter score system (a 
management tool to gauge the loyalty of a firm's customer 
relationships; an alternative to traditional customer 
satisfaction research and correlated with revenue growth) 
five years ago alongside an sMs system that asked if 
clients were happy after each interaction. 

‘When a customer rates you five, a service controller 
turns it over to a technician with the instruction to not 
come back until the customer is happy. those ratings then 
come back in excess of 9. they then tell people about 
this,’ taylor explains.

With more than 100 000 customer satisfaction surveys 
per year, Nashua achieves an average rating of 9.31 and 
their NPs is 54 and that is unheard of anywhere – mobile 
companies currently sit at between 5 and 10 or 12. 

More new customers every year
that’s nice in theory, says taylor, but what is it doing to 
get me more new customers? he set a target of 5 % 
net new customers per franchise on an annual basis and 
for two years in a row they have exceeded that, going 
from 28 to 32 000 customers with more than 20% of 
customers using more than one Nashua product.

‘And once you’ve made the sale, now you’ve got to bill 
for it. debt collection is part of the franchise so when 
George in vredendal is battling because his customer 
hasn’t paid him and he wants to pay three days late, 
we’re not going to switch off his machine and his PC and 
everything else; he makes an arrangement. our bad debt 
is less than 0.45% and the way you manage that is you 
have that relationship.

‘the potential for growth is really, really massive. the 
customer wants to know he can dial one number and 
pay one service provider for everything he needs. that 
is where our model is going. We have increased the 
numbers of salespeople, increased the numbers of 
technicians, increased the numbers of service controllers 
and now we have increased the numbers of customers 
and products,’ taylor adds.

the results speak for themselves – Nashua has grown 
by 11% annually for the last five years.

‘it’s taken a long time for people to understand what i’m 
talking about. A lot of people don’t get it. We have had to 
change probably a third of our franchise owners in the last 
six years. that’s the pain of franchising.

‘it’s what i call a feast of moving parts. so, as you’re 
fixing one thing, modernising this and changing something 
else but you never ever put the customer outside the core 
of everything that you are trying to do. everything you 
ask is “does it fit my customer needs, can i service my 
customer better, can i offer better level of services, can  
i make more money for my customer?”’ n

Mark Taylor - CEO - Nashua
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Risk challenges & economic  
outlook set to make 2020  
another challenging year

Businesses are facing a number of major challenges as 
we start 2020: Global growth is slowing, Middle East 
tensions are rising and concerns about trade remain.

By Gary Jack, Country President of Chubb Insurance South Africa.

Risk challenges & economic  
outlook set to make 2020  
another challenging year
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Closer to home, the economic outlook for South 
Africa is also troubling.

The World Bank recently cut growth expectations for 
2020 to 0.9%, citing policy uncertainty, fiscal pressures, 
business confidence and the electricity supply as key 
concerns.  In a recent Reuters poll of economists, South 
African growth forecasts were reduced, suggesting the 
poll’s median 40%1 chance that the country will sink into 
a recession may be too low. 

The country also continues to face high levels of 
household debt and credit extension defaults², and the 
highest unemployment rates since 2008³ at 29.1%, 
which is especially severe among young people at 58.2%. 
The country can also expect lower government spending 
in a bid to control the spiralling budget deficit4.  

2020 is likely to see a repeat of some of the key 
insurance market challenges of 2019 and the economic 
pressures seem unlikely to abate any time soon, making 
it more challenging for businesses to manage their 
inherent risks. From an insurance and risk management 
perspective, business leaders and risk managers will 
need to find new ways of dealing with the complexities 
of South Africa’s rapidly evolving socio-economic 
environment.  However, we should not be lulled into 
believing that these challenges are only localised, nor that 
they are insurmountable: there are still real opportunities 
for companies which anticipate these hurdles and build 
resilience to overcome them.  

Economies all over the world are experiencing both 
economic and social uncertainty and the reality is that 
circumstances at home and abroad have implications for 
local, multinational and African-based businesses in terms of 
their risk management strategies, business continuity plans, 
travel risk and decisions on where to deploy their capital. 

Chubb Insurance South Africa 
highlights some of the key risk  
trends in 2020 
Large and complex insurance 
placements are becoming more 
challenging
Insurers are calling for more stringent risk management 
interventions and applying stricter underwriting principles.  
Following a prolonged soft-market and pressure on 
underwriting results, the insurance sector has seen 
significant shifts in the property and casualty market with 
rates hardening and underwriting standards improving.  

Looking ahead through 2020, we should continue 
to see an even greater emphasis on risk selection and 
rate adequacy. Insurers will continue to drive better risk 
management standards to deal with our deteriorating 
infrastructure. Businesses in challenged risk classes 
should in general expect to pay more for cover with 
capacity becoming increasingly difficult to source – 
the placement process may take longer and be more 
challenging than has been the case in the past.  

“
From an insurance  
and risk management
perspective, business 
leaders and risk 
managers will need to 
find new ways of dealing 
with the complexities of 
South Africa’s rapidly 
evolving socio-economic
environment. 

“

There will be increased difficulty sourcing adequate 
well-priced capacity without focus and investment on 
sound risk management. Lower underwriting returns for 
insurers after a spate of major losses have reinforced the 
need for greater underwriting discipline as the only route 
to long-term sustainable performance. 

Impact of a downgrade
If Moody’s downgrades SA’s credit rating, which looks 
increasingly likely; they will be the third and final rating 
agency to do so.  Besides the repercussions that this 
will have for the wider economy, this will also impact the 
decisions made by risk managers and insurance buyers  
in determining where to place their risks. 

As an example, South African managed multinational 
programmes linked to a South African master policy could 
experience challenges with in-territory insurer partners 
having concerns about accepting South African insurer 
security.  The implication of this is a loss of revenue to the 
local market. Large projects on the continent supported 
by international funding will be under more pressure 
to have internationally rated security.  These types of 
issues could hinder the ability of South African insurers 
to participate on certain transactions in the international 
market. 

Weather catastrophes are increasing  
in frequency and severity
The past few years have made it clear that South Africa 
is not exempt from catastrophe events and changing 
weather patterns are a reality. The frequency and severity 
of drought, flooding, storms and wildfires has resulted in 
South Africa no longer being viewed as a low catastrophe 
region. 

Most recently KZN and Centurion were the scene of 
flooding and tornadoes. Climate change will continue to 
challenge businesses, and the need for pre-emptive risk 
management to mitigate risks to property, supply chains 
and business continuity are crucial. 

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 2020
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Intangible and emerging risks escalate
Risk managers need to look further into the future for 
new emerging and intangible risks that are evolving and 
impacting the probability and severity of existing risks. 
Chubb’s risk surveys with executives across the continent 
show that the top-three risks that are of concern to risk 
managers are technology, political and trade credit risk 
and terrorism. 

Cyber risk, especially in large M&A transactions, as well 
as its implications for business interruption losses are 
becoming more pronounced, while the financial quantum 
of major cyber breaches seems to be on the increase. 
The speed of digital advancement and the reliance on 
technology makes cyber risk a particularly challenging risk 
for businesses and one which will continue to dominate 
the risk management agenda. 

and exchange controls. There is a risk that more 
uncertainty on South Africa’s economic and political front 
could further erode business and consumer confidence.  
Given the current uncertainty, we may see a deepening 
of strategic risks arising from economic, political and 
regulatory factors.  

Enterprise Risk Management
ERM is crucial as businesses face more complex and 
inter-related risks, emerging faster than ever before.  
Clients will be relying more heavily on insurance brokers 
with focussed advisory expertise that provide holistic 
risk advice and solutions across the enterprise – helping 
them to analyse risk and pinpoint solutions for their 
complex needs, protecting both their bottom lines and 
their reputations. With the growing complexity and nature 
of risks that businesses are exposed to, the role of the 
risk advisor remains highly relevant to business and their 
decision-making executives.   

Vital that businesses look to insurers 
with solid track records
Given the current state of the market and economy in an 
increasingly globalised, interconnected world, it is vital 
that businesses look to insurers with solid track records, 
strong financials and a global pedigree that can provide 
the strength and stability to navigate the risks of unknown, 
volatile market conditions and honour large-scale claims. 

There are many factors at play which are fundamentally 
changing the risk landscape in which we operate – 
creating challenges and opportunities. In preparing for 
some of the risk challenges 2020 will bring, it is vital that 
insurance buyers, risk management specialists, brokers 
and insurers work closely together to understand, manage 
and transfer these complex and interconnected risks. 

From Chubb’s perspective, we expect risk exposures 
to continue to evolve in three key areas in 2020 – namely 
cyber, directors and officers and supply chain risk – and 
these are all areas in which we continue to invest and 
strengthen our approach and solutions. It is our role, as 
an insurance industry to help improve risk awareness 
and to develop insurance products that meet our clients’ 
evolving needs. n
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“
Cyber risk, especially in 
large M&A transactions, 
as well as its implications 
for business interruption 
losses are becoming 
more pronounced, while 
the financial quantum of 
major cyber breaches 
seems to be on the 
increase. 

“

Political risk and trade credit risk  
are on the rise
Political uncertainty continues to drive business 
indecision, social unrest and riot risk.  As businesses 
continue to expand across borders, they are faced with 
a number of geopolitical threats such as expropriation, 
political violence, forced abandonment, trade agreements 
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Top trends  
that will shape  
the insurance  
sector in the  
next decade

Across the globe, trends in technology, economics and socioeconomics are 
culminating to disrupt the way entire industries operate and deliver products 
and services to consumers.  When it comes to the impact of technology, there 
is no industry riper for disruption than the financial services sector, including 
insurance, which for the longest time remained trapped in outdated product 
development and delivery models.

By Carl Moodley (Chief Underwriting & Claims Officer), Stuart Forbes (Chief Risk and Compliance 
Officer) and Eugene Olivier (Chief Information Office) from GENRIC Insurance Company

Carl Moodley Stuart Forbes Eugene Olivier

INSURANCE
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That has changed, and today we’re seeing the pace 
of change and meaningful innovation in the insurance 
sector escalating. Not only is the existing insurance 
model from advice, underwriting, onboarding, risk 
management, servicing, and claims processing being 
turned on its head, but new product solutions are now 
possible for market sectors that have been entirely 
underserved and marginalised by the formal economy. 

According to GENRIC Insurance Company, these are 
the key trends that will reshape the insurance sector over 
the next decade:

#1: It’s all about the customer
Until now, most innovation in the insurance sector has been 
internally focused with little direct value to the customer. 
That is changing as insurers and insure tech providers 
accept the importance of customer-centric approaches that 
focus heavily on customer experience and satisfaction. The 
industry is pursuing far greater personalisation of processes 
such as underwriting, based on unique behavioural data, 
online claims management and developing product solutions 
that are significantly customised to individual customer 
needs and behaviours. There is a distinct shift where insurers 
view their customers as individuals, rather than broad, 
homogenous customer segments.

There is focus on the integration of IoT, spatial mapping 
technology, sensor technology, telematics, advanced 
analytics and AI in the short-term insurance space to 
deliver more granular, individual risk profiles – that’s good 
news for consumers looking to streamline their costs and 
take ownership of their risks, and for insurers wanting to 
offer truly personalised, behavioural-based solutions and 
underwriting. Expect to see more models of insurance 
that are designed from the outside in, with the customer 
placed firmly at the epicentre of innovation.

This emphasis on product personalisation is good for 
customers and insurers – along with improving customer 
experience, greater personalisation of products means 
more accurate risk assessments and stable margins. 
Insure tech will drive towards greater customisation of 
product solutions based on behavioural data to meet 
diverse customer needs.

#2: Technology will open new 
insurance markets
South Africa is a case in point. For the longest time an 
enormous sector of our population has had to survive 
and face unavoidable risks such as weather catastrophe 
without the protection of insurance – not because the 
need for it never existed – but because outdated and 
rigid systems, regulations and a lack of payment solutions 
simply did not encourage the innovation needed to cater 
for a diverse society. Spatial mapping technology and 
IoT devices are now enabling the creation of insurance 
solutions for customers whose property and assets were 
previously “uninsurable” – and who have to date been 
ignored by the insurance market. 

INSURANCE INSURANCE
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We can also expect to see more demand for and 
development of “usage-based” insurance which provides 
customers with the ability to switch cover on and off 
at specific times for when they need it – for example 
the globally mobile executive who only needs theft and 
fire cover for his parked vehicle while he works abroad. 
Likewise, for South Africa’s emerging market where many 
people are struggling with consistent income security, 
customers will look to solutions that allow them to pause 
their insurance or reduce the scope of what’s covered 
for a specified period of time. Innovation in this space 
gives customers greater control and transparency of their 
insurance cover, when they need it. 

#3: Digitisation and optimisation  
of processes
Companies across all sectors are adopting digital 
strategies not just to achieve cost savings and operational 
efficiencies, but to improve customer communications and 
satisfaction. Consider that almost every aspect of banking 
can now be done online without needing to visit a branch. 

The case study of Shenzhen-based Ping An Bank 
is illustrative – according to an article published by 
Euromoney, at the end of 2015, Ping An Bank had 
Rmb280 billion ($39.1 billion) of retail deposits – 
representing just 13.2% of its total deposits – and 
13.95 million mobile users. Fast forward to June 2019, 
it had 28.35 million mobile app users and retail deposits 
of Rmb540.8 billion. Part of the bank’s transformation 
was developing its mobile app, investing in support and 
development staff and learning lessons from China’s 
biggest technology companies, rather than rival banks. 
Its branch network was radically transformed into ‘smart 
branches’ where bank accounts are opened in minutes 
using facial recognition to speed up processes and 
artificial intelligence suggests appropriate products. 

The insurance sector has a way to go to achieve this 
level of digitisation and optimisation, but strides are 
happening. Mundane, paper-driven and time-consuming 
processes are being transformed through digitisation. 
Claims logging, processing and loss assessments will 
be automated as far as technology will allow to ensure 
speedy processing and resolution for the customer. 

Brokers too will need to evolve with how advice and 
customer engagement is delivered and how customers 
are onboarded. In this space. GENRIC’s work into 
providing full automation of quotations and online 
acceptances including online FICA clearances when 
onboarding new customers is a gamechanger for brokers 
who are grappling with integrating technology into their 
advice and service processes. 

Maintaining the advice process remains an important 
aspect in emerging markets like South Africa since 
consumers still require significant personal finance 
education and motivation to take up insurance solutions. 
Here insurance companies are striking a balance by 
delivering process automation that supports brokers 
to perform complicated and tedious admin tasks in the 

blink of an eye. Not only do brokers benefit from more 
streamlined processes and satisfied customers, but 
insurers get to empower a key part of their distribution 
network to close more business, quicker and easier,  
while ticking all the compliance boxes.

#4: Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning have the 
potential to make virtually every process in the insurance 
value chain more efficient and streamlined. Aspects such 
as underwriting, pricing, personalisation, data collection, 
fraud detection and even advice (advice robots are 
coming) are set to be transformed by this technology.  
This shift will be driven by insurers looking to achieve 
greater efficiencies by solving challenges in the manual 
activity value chain with automation.

However, AI is still new technology and there is much 
to learn and decipher about important aspects such as 
data and input bias – AI and machine learning are based 
on the data received and processed – if the data upon 
which learning is based is skewed for whatever reason 
– due to usage patterns, demographic bias and so on, 
the outcomes and learning are likely to amplify that bias 
100-fold. Human intervention and interpretation will remain 
highly relevant in the AI space, at least until the flaws are 
fixed and, if and when, we get to truly autonomous AI.

#5: Data becomes the new gold
Insurers will look to unearth the value of their own, 
existing data gathered over the years in areas such as 
risk assessment, claims and losses, servicing and so on. 
Using AI, carriers will look to transform existing data into 
useable intelligence, mapped against trends and data 
gathered from sensor technology and IoT devices to 
become analytics-driven businesses.  

#6: Blockchain
Essentially blockchain is a more sophisticated way of 
recording digital events and information in a database 
and once there, the blockchain or database cannot be 
altered in any way, creating a verifiable, permanent record. 
Cryptocurrencies were the original result of this new 
technology, but the influence of Blockchain in the insurance 
sector is significant, notably on issues such as fraud, third 
party payment transactions, customer service and security. 
Blockchain’s ability to provide complete accountability, 
transparency and superior security will help insurers save 
time and money, as well as improve customer satisfaction 
and automate claims processing through smart contracts. 

At a time of rapidly changing customer needs, growing 
regulatory demands, capital pressures and technological 
disruption, GENRIC is focused on investing in insure 
tech to help build a more resilient insurance business, 
new lines of coverage that meet the evolving exposures 
the market is facing and optimising and modernising 
traditional insurance distribution by embracing the 
opportunities presented by technological disruption. n
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how to retain the  
intrapreneur

an intrapreneur is a person who has an entrepreneurial 
mindset but is employed by a company to drive 
innovative ideas and projects within their business. 
Yet many companies fail to retain their talented 
intrapreneurs. 

By Diane Boorman, business enabler, mentor and founder  
at Brand Analytics
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“
Creative thinking is 
the cornerstone of 
intrapreneurship, so find 
a way to push them into a 
space to spark creativity
and big sky ideas. 

“

These individuals are primed to see new opportunities 
and investigate changes to policy, technology or 
systems that will improve the functioning of a 
company or develop innovative new products and 
services. Yet, they often find themselves getting bored 
or at odds with the very company who hired them.  

having been an intrapreneur myself I know first-hand 
the struggle companies face. today, I feel sorry for my 
bosses as I pushed against every boundary, every rule 
and every corporate policy in my career. In those days, 
working for yourself just was not an option: you had to get 
a job and earn a salary. While I was highly successful and 
worked on amazing projects, not having the freedom to 
experiment drove me to leave formal employment. 

the reality is, there is a lot employers could do to retain 
staff. here are some of these ideas:

Support their growth through skills 
development or training
Intrapreneurs who are not using their full capacity will get 
bored. they are always looking for new ideas and the next 
thing to develop. they are quick minded and therefore need 
stimulation. If they don’t find it within your organisation, 
they will find it outside. allow them to take leadership and 
personal development courses and learn new skills.  

If they have learnt as much as they can in a one 
department, move them to another. If they are getting 
bored, find another path for them in your company – it is 
better to harness their drive and energy than to lose them 
all together. 

About Diane Boorman
Diane Boorman’s life’s work as an avid business enabler and mentor, founder and CeO of her business, Brand analytics, evolves daily around 
working on innovative business opportunities with her clients, business owners that are inspired by her guidance and the opening of doors  
to activate growth in their businesses. 

Boorman draws from her business, monitoring and marketing communications studies, and her 21 years of business experience that 
ranges from start-ups to corporate and government. her clients benefit greatly from her wealth of knowledge, tested and proven business 
programmes on how to take a business to the next level.  as a committee member, she has recently been nominated and appointed as the 
chairperson for small Business Development for the Cape Chamber 2019. she was nominated for the regional Businesswoman of Year 
award emerging entrepreneur 2018, the Fair Lady Women of the Future 2019 and Woman of the Year awards 2019. Diane is the co-host  
a radio talk show on OneFm radio, BizBoost.

Follow Diane Boorman on social media @brandanalytics and @dianeboorman. Contact her at diane@brandanalytics.co.za. 

Create social opportunities  
Intrapreneurs love meeting new people and interacting 
with others.  When looking for volunteers to participate 
in business events or activities, look no further than the 
intrapreneur; they will always put their hands up.

Manage expectations 
ensure expectations and budgets are explained from the 
beginning. an intrapreneur will go all out often coming 
up with big ideas which can break the budget, so it is 
important to set expectations up front. Let them know what 
is and what is not flexible. If a budget can be exceeded, 
explain the criteria that have to be met before it can be 
considered. this will stop the individual wasting time and 
energy on an idea that will never come to fruition. 

Time management 
the intrapreneur gives everything to their job, they will 
work long hours, often getting lost in the pleasure their 
work brings them. Make sure they are managing their time 
well and balancing their work/life; the last thing you want 
is a burnt out intrapreneur on your hands. 

Push them outside their comfort  
zones
Intrapreneurs should be challenged; push them out of 
their comfort zones and you will see them grow. Don’t 
let feelings of complacency set in; usually there are two 
things keeping a person in their comfort zone: fear and 
goals. When you notice complacency of any form, push 
the intrapreneur to set new, challenging goals or help 
them uncover any fears that may be limiting them. the 
intrapreneur grows quickly, so expect fast reaction to  
your efforts and watch them bloom. n

“
Intrapreneurs should be 
challenged; push them out 
of their comfort zones and 
you will see them grow. 

“

Share new ideas and information 
Creative thinking is the cornerstone of intrapreneurship, 
so find a way to push them into a space to spark creativity 
and big sky ideas. share new and interesting information 
with them often; an intrapreneur will absorb ideas 
vigorously, thinking continually about them to see how 
they can be practically applied. 

IntrapreneurshIp
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The Masisizane Fund (NPC) 
is an initiative of Old Mutual 
South Africa, established in 
2007 following the closure of 
the Unclaimed Shares Trust. 
The mandate of the Fund is 
to contribute meaningfully to 
employment creation, poverty 
eradication and reduction 
of inequality, economic 
growth and the attraction of 
investment. This is achieved 
through the promotion of 
entrepreneurship, enterprise 
fi nance and support to small, 
micro and medium enterprises.

The Fund’s focus is on enterprises that are 51% or 
more owned by previously disadvantaged individual(s) 
giving priority to rural and peri-urban/township areas. 
Masisizane gives preference to businesses that are 
owned by youth, people with disabilities or are owned 
by (51% or more) women and targets productive and 
labour absorbing sectors.

The Fund’s success is driven by a focused approach 
on high impact industry sectors, coupled with a 
comprehensive SMME fi nance solution that includes 
business support. The Fund provides loan fi nance in 
the following sectors:• Agro-processing• Franchising• Supply Chain/Manufacturing

The Fund provides non-fi nancial value adding post 
investment services including capacity development, 
business management and technical support, 
fi nancial education, market development and 
product/service quality standards and compliance. A 
Business Accelerator Program has been established 
where potential clients receive targeted skills training 
and support to grow into a business eligible to receive 
fi nancial support.

Submit the following documents for an initial 
screening by the relevant provincial offi ce:• Comprehensive business plan with market analysis
 and projections;• For established businesses – past fi nancials (preferably
 3 years) and latest management accounts;• For start-up businesses – fi nancial projections;• Tax clearance certifi cate;• Off take agreements and/or letters of intent;• Signed consent for a credit check.

Contact details: 
Gauteng, North West and Free State – 011 217 1746 
Western and Northern Cape – 021 509 5074 
KwaZulu-Natal – 031 335 0402
Eastern Cape – 043 748 2125
Limpopo and Mpumalanga – 015 295 9741

APPLY FOR FUNDING IN: Supply Chain / 
Manufacturing, Franchising & Agro-processing
visit www.masisizane.co.za
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OPINION: MIGRATION TO CLOUD

Switching to cloud-native 
document automation
saves costs & improves  
cash flow

Approximately 25-30% of accountants’ time is taken up 
searching for documents. However, the old adage that 
"time is money" is more relevant today than ever before. 
One area where most companies can quickly lower 
operational and financial cost and risk and optimise 
efficiency is by switching to an integrated, cloud-native, 
document management platform which automates data 
storage, distribution and document management.

By Chris de Zeeuw, founding partner and Managing Director  
of Capisol Software

OPINION: MIGRATION TO CLOUD
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Many companies are spending unnecessary time 
searching for invoicing information and documents, 
correcting errors, or ensuring document compliance 
when all of these processes can be safely automated. 
Finance and administration departments have become 
so used to outdated, manual-based methods – which 
are also very time-consuming – that companies do not 
realise the true cost of such inefficient systems.

International Data Corporation (IDC) statistics indicate 
that employees waste 36% of their day searching for, and 
not finding documents, and additional hours are wasted 
re-creating "lost" documents. On average, every misfiled 
document costs $125 (approximately R1800) and a lost 
document costs $700 (approximately R10 200). With 
effective document management, this pain disappears.

According to a study conducted by Gartner, 80% of 
intellectual property is communicated or stored in email. 
Without a regularly updated and consistent central 
database, this leads to "corporate amnesia" where 
information is lost when employees leave, or if it is stored 
on desktops instead of a single company information 
platform. This highlights the fact that companies lagging 
behind the adoption curve in terms of automated 
document management are losing out. It also speaks to 
the urgent need for companies to have a single platform 
to bring all their disparate information and systems 
together in one automated, cloud-native platform.

According to a press release issued by Gartner in April 
2019, ‘organisations that embrace the potential roles and 
unique differentiators in the spectrum of cloud platform 
capabilities stand to extract the greatest value from their 
cloud investments.’ 

Inadequate financial systems
While most ERP systems still play a valuable role, 
certain functions were designed around a print-based 
manual operating model: the system defaults to printing 
documents rather than creating digital copies, which 
slows down the entire process as the printed documents 
need to be manually scanned back into the system. 
This in turn increases the risk for error as the scanned 
documents must be captured manually. 

By supplementing an existing ERP with a "software-as-
a-service", cloud-native financial document management 
solution the process is automated; companies reduce 
the risk of human error and speed up their accounts 
receivable process, which means fewer delays when it 
comes to getting paid.

So, if you are questioning whether it is worth enhancing 
your document and financial management system, 
consider the following:

•  Are your invoices sent manually via mail, email or  
in person?

•  How many times is your accounts department 
requested for copy documents or supporting 
documents?

•  Does your business, and cash flow, suffer if your 
administrative staff members are not in the office?

•  If there is a small mistake, such as a typo, do entire 
invoices need to be redone and a credit note issued? 

•  If those who need to sign off the credit note are not 
in the office, are there further delays in the process? 

•  Would automating and tracking the contracting 
signing process shorten the sales cycle, save 
valuable time and ensure that you can start invoicing 
new clients much faster?

•  And the ultimate question – do these delays result in 
companies not signing up with you or delaying payment 
to you, which negatively affects your cash flow? 

Small mistakes add up
Those small mistakes, that we all make, eventually add up 
and cost companies valuable cash flow due to delayed 
payments from customers. By centralising your "master 
data" (names and email addresses) and automating the 
distribution of documents, you avoid documents being 
sent to the incorrect recipients and time-consuming email 
bounce-backs due to capture error. Automating this 
simple step allows you to collect your cash much faster.

By maintaining your master data in one system and 
ensuring all systems sync with this one single system, 
companies reduce the risk of sensitive information being 
erroneously sent to a wrong email address.

This will also allow you to further streamline your entire 
financial document management process from purchase 
orders to customer invoices and payment receipts, and 
all information will be consistent – thereby eliminating any 
delays due to the human error element.

Once you have a streamlined process, you also need 
to make your invoices as easy to pay as possible: clear 
and concise information and a transparent document trail 
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will put you first in the queue for payment each month, as 
there will not be any reason for queries on your invoices.

A single, consistent documentation process which 
eliminates human error is one of the quickest and easiest 
ways to avoid cash flow backlog. 

Making the ‘quantum’ leap
Many companies find themselves stuck in a time-
consuming administrative rut and simply do not know how 
to make the ‘quantum leap’ from there to a fully automated 
cloud-native document management system. If you are 
still unsure about using cloud-native solutions, it is best to 
start with one area at a time: isolate a specific document 
processing area, such as customer invoices, and then 
identify all the steps in this process:

• Pinpoint where documentation enters your system
•  Log who captures the information and where it goes 

next
•  Identify where delays and errors occur – calculate 

what these cost you in a year
•  Do a review of the filing – is everything in place? If an 

auditor asked for specific documents, could you find 
them immediately?

If you identified any delays, errors or lost documents in 
your system, it is well worth implementing an automated 
document system in this one area. Remaining on a manual 
system will impede your company’s productivity and 
financial sustainability, so it is better to make even a small 
start, than to allow your business to fall behind.

By doing a trial run with a respected document 
management partner, you will be able to do a comparison 
between an automated system and your current manual 
system. This will give you a clear view of just how much 
manual errors and delays are costing you each year.

Easy compliance tools
With a cloud-native automated document management 
system, all documents are instantly accessible and there 
is no need for time-consuming searches through various 
folders. With a platform already geared for local and 
international financial and tax compliance, companies can 
also reduce their invoice payment turnaround times and 
lower their invoice rejection rates too.

The real cloud advantage
Being fully and truly cloud-native means that the platform 
is built from the ground up specifically to leverage the 
cloud. This results in a system that is always on, always 
available, easily scalable, and robust enough to suit an 
extremely broad range of businesses and able to respond 
with agility to technology developments.

It is, however, also very important to distinguish 
between cloud-native and cloud-hosted. Cloud-hosted 
implies the platform still lives on a third party’s servers at 
an off-premise site. The daily operations take place at the 
off-premise site, but all data is effectively still stored in 
on-premises servers.

A cloud-native system is much more advantageous 
because you only ever access the internet, not an entire 
server. Operating via a cloud-native system makes more 
financial sense for modern businesses: instead of an 
upfront project fee, a cloud-native document management 
system works on a month-to-month subscription basis. 
In addition, any improvements or updates made to the 
system benefits all companies who use the system, at no 
additional cost.

You can picture a cloud-native system this way: it is 
the same as parking your car in someone else’s garage 
– the car is not on your premises, but it is still yours, you 
still have to pay for it and make sure it is maintained. You 
are just not responsible for the "garage" (infrastructure). 
Conversely you could compare a cloud-native system 
with a service such as Uber: you only interact with it 
when needed and do not need to worry about any of the 
maintenance or upkeep.

“
If you identified any delays, 
errors or lost documents 
in your system, it is well 
worth implementing an 
automated document 
system in this one area. 
Remaining on a manual 
system will impede your 
company’s productivity 
and financial sustainability, 
so it is better to make 
even a small start, than to 
allow your business to fall 
behind. 

“

Digital age efficiency
With a cloud-based document management and business 
process automation platform, your company’s financial 
and other processes will be more flexible, scalable, and 
accessible and can be adapted to your specific needs. 
This streamlines all financial and administrative processes 
and reduces the risk of human error. 

In today’s economic climate, every business needs to 
be quick and accurate, no matter their core industry. From 
automotive to retail or construction, companies simply 
cannot afford administrative or invoicing delays and the 
risks – and costs – associated with this. Opting for an 
integrated, cloud-native, document management platform 
which automates data storage, distribution, document 
management and signing is one of the most astute 
business decisions you can make in this fast-paced  
digital age. n
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For Pilara Solutions, tax compliance is a top priority. 
The company believes most firms go out of business 
due to tax non-compliance. Pilara Solutions has, 
therefore, focused its attention on bookkeeping 
services for farming and mining contractors, with 
a turnover of less than R2 billion. Tax services for 
mining companies and high net worth individuals  
is their primary focus.

‘Pilara Solutions exist to solve a problem and not to 
compete. We add value through our tailored services  
by using world-leading technology as our leverage.  
We deal with hardcore accounting problems and tax 
non-compliance. Our team consists of well-experienced 
accountants and support staff who are dedicated to  
the quality of output,’ says Wagae.

South Africa is a developing country with a lot of 
potential for SMEs to expand and play an integral role 
in achieving one of the best macroeconomic climates 
in the world. Start-ups and existing small and medium 
businesses in South Africa are still lagging behind in 
terms of getting the best services, at the right price,  
and at the best possible time. It is for this reason that 
Pilara Solutions exists.  n

Bookkeeping solutions  
for farming and mining  
contractors

Olebogeng Wagae, a practicing business accountant, started Pilara Solutions 
Accountants with no savings – just his vision and determination. The company 
has achieved much since its inception and serves as proof that sometimes 
dreams that seem impossible to accomplish to the rest of the world, only need 
the dreamer to prove that their dream is attainable.  

Olebogeng Wagae, Founder of Pilara Solutions
Pilara SolutionS accountantS
W www.pilarasolutions.com
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Lying about your  
qualifications can  
cost you more than a job

A university degree is a valuable commodity to have 
when entering the job market, particularly if the economy 
is sluggish and fewer companies are hiring new 
employees. Unfortunately, when competition is tough 
and livelihoods are at stake, many will do anything for 
employment and a salary to make ends meet. 

By Leana de Beer, Chief Operations Officer at Feenix
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Whether motivated by ambition or sheer 
desperation, it seems that a growing number of 
people in South Africa are getting caught for faking 
their credentials. Figures released by the Ministry 
of Higher Education showed a spike in reported 
cases from 47 incidents in the 2010/2011 financial 
year to 982 in 2017/2018.

With the presumption that many of these cases still 
remain unreported, this worrying trend has prompted 
lawmakers to strengthen existing legislation. 

As a decisive step forward, Parliament amended the 
National Qualifications Framework Act of 2008 in a bid  
to address the problem of fake credentials.

A criminal offence to lie about  
your credentials
The amended law — signed by President Cyril 
Ramaphosa in August last year — makes it a criminal 
offence to lie about your credentials and empowers 
the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) to 
establish separate registers for misrepresented or fake 
qualifications.

Academic fraud is an increasing global problem as the 
internet and new technology make it easier to buy and 
sell false degrees, according to a report published by 
the National Student Clearinghouse, a US-based NGO. 
You can either buy a certificate from a fake institution 
or a fake qualification purporting to be from a legitimate 
university.

Why do so many take the risk?
Although people might be less inclined to lie on their  
CVs if it means they could end up in jail, why do many 
take the risk in the first place? 

In a country like South Africa with high levels of 
unemployment and inequality, the problem takes on a 
different dimension. Many are financially excluded from 
attending university, reducing their chances of finding a 
job with a good salary.

To make matters worse, the country’s unemployment 
rate of 29% is the highest since 2008. Young people face 
a double whammy with financial barriers making it difficult 
for them to access tertiary education coupled with dim 
prospects of finding a job if they don’t have the necessary 
credentials.

I am encouraged by the government’s efforts to weed 
out fraudsters, but our leaders should not lose focus of 
the “push factors”. If the convenience of buying a fake 
qualification from so-called “diploma mills” is an attractive 
prospect, it’s important to consider what might be 
pushing people in that direction.

It’s not a stretch to presume that when faced with 
financial barriers to graduating or accessing university, 
some people might be driven to lie about their 
qualifications. 

Many students who are not eligible for government 
financial aid can’t afford to go to university, while others 
are unable to graduate due to historic debt. This is where 
crowdfunding could be an answer. 

Crowdfunding as a solution
Feenix was launched to help these students connect  
with a host of donors so they can raise the funds  
needed to pay their tuition fees, including settling 
historical debt.

It’s important that our youth be given the chance to 
earn their degrees, which is why we consider Feenix to 
be a tool for social change. Increased access to higher 
education could be an effective strategy to consider in 
eradicating fraudulent qualifications in South Africa. n

QUALIFICATION FRAUD QUALIFICATION FRAUD
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Understanding  
risk in retail

While many south African retailers may be basking 
in the afterglow of season sales, it’s still a depressed 
economy out there, with a growing number of 
independent stores turning off the lights, particularly  
as banks balk at financing retail initiatives.

By Alex Appleby, Head of Treasury at Retail Capital
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Risk

A report published last year by KPMG (Stay within 
the guardrails – Top retail risks 2018) notes that 
the sector underwent huge disruption over the past 
decade due to the phenomenal growth of online 
platforms and the impact that these have had on how 
consumers shop and what they expect from retailers.

in fact, becoming a disruptor these days has become 
crucial for many operations to stay in business, for both 
online and brick-and-mortar retailers.

But with disruption comes a high level of risk that  
many financiers still don’t understand, especially when  
it comes to sME businesses.

Backing the jockey
However, for our company, it’s all about backing the 
jockey. We believe in people who believe in themselves. 
sMEs are disruptors by nature, challenging the status 
quo of big retailers to remain relevant. 

Globally, there has been much written in the media 
about brands downsizing and moving online, given the 
growth of disruption within the retail sector. At Retail 
Capital, it’s all about supporting the sMEs who have  
had the foresight to do this and tailoring a financial 
solution to meet their business objectives, while assisting 
them to face risk with the right tools.

One of the biggest stumbling blocks for many sMEs 
these days is access to growth capital, especially in a 
market where consumer spending is subdued, turnover  
is flat and operating costs are on the rise. 

credit. This is one of the biggest challenges facing  
sMEs in south Africa, which presents an opportunity  
for alternative lenders to close this gap in such an  
under-serviced market.

Financial institutions place enormous reliance on those 
balance sheets, and then in turn embark on lengthy 
turnaround times when considering loans, when many 
sME owners actually require quick action and access 
to funds. Therefore, while information on a business’s 
viability will be critical to any lender, sME funders such 
as Retail Capital rely on using innovative technology to 
assess credit risk.

Plugging short-term liquidity gaps  
is crucial to maintaining business 
However, even businesses that don’t have expansion in 
mind, but that do well in terms of their customers can 
run into financial constraints when they face a short-
term liquidity gap. Typically, this "gap" can range from 
one to two months when sMEs are faced, for example, 
with delays in stock shipments, late customer payments, 
disputes or even unforeseen external factors. keeping on 
top of your cash flow requirements and plugging short-
term liquidity gaps are crucial to maintaining business.

These financial character traits are crucial to remaining 
innovative and adaptable in the retail environment.

However, sMEs must be sharply aware of assessing a 
suitable alternative lender as it's another risk factor and 
Appleby believes it comes down to a company’s track 
record and disclosure.

Business owners are fortunate today to have so many 
business and social media platforms at their disposal to 
assist in their due diligence for assessing responsible and 
reputable lenders. You must do your homework.

Questions like: How long has the business been 
around? Does it have a transparent fee structure? is 
there a customer complaints hotline?  And is the funder 
registered with an industry body, such as The south 
African sME Finance Association (sAsFA)?

sAsFA is a self-regulating industry body that has 
developed industry standards to ensure sMEs are 
fairly treated and the reputation and sustainability of 
the unregulated sME finance sector is maintained. 
Retail Capital was one of its founding members of the 
association, and all members are required to uphold the 
Code of Conduct of the association. 

The bottom line is that retail is still good business, 
particularly for sMEs and understanding the risk factors 
they face, as a financier, can result in excellent long-term 
partnerships.  n

SMEs often perceived high risk  
and face limited access to credit
Another risk sMEs face is in terms of the longevity of 
business many traditional funders require to consider 
loans in the first place. sMEs with a short track record in 
business, or without a strong balance sheet, are therefore 
often perceived high risk and face limited access to 

“
it’s all about backing 
the jockey. We 
believe in people 
who believe in 
themselves. sMEs 
are disruptors by 
nature, challenging 
the status quo of big 
retailers to remain 
relevant. 

“

*Retail Capital is a company that provides alternative financing  
to traditional business loans

Risk
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Social media  
trends for 2020

it’s clear that social media has become an integral 
part of people’s lives, forming a large part of their daily 
routine. So how are we, as marketers and businesses, 
connecting with our target audiences in 2020, given 
that there is an already large flock to social platforms? 

By Charne O’Haughey, social media specialist  
at Reprise Digital South Africa
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This can prove to be extremely difficult for brands, 
especially when it comes to standing out in an already 
crowded space, unless of course you have a clear 
social media marketing strategy, fuelled by staying up 
to date with the latest social media trends. Below are 
five big moves to keep your eyes on: 

1. The use of ephemeral content
on Facebook, instagram, Snapchat and Whatsapp 
stories (with advertising opportunities starting for the 
latter this year), this temporary content takes advantage of 
real FoMo (fear of missing out) by only being accessible 
for a brief period. attention spans are short and looking 
at how consumers consume information on social media, 
being pulled here and there – scrolling, swiping, laughing, 
scrolling, reading, scrolling, forgetting it all, makes 
ephemeral content appealing and more engaging as 
users are encouraged to create user-generated content, 
partake in polls, Q&a’s and so much more. This type 
of content is more spontaneous and allows brands to 
connect in a unique way, becoming recognised as more 
human, relatable and reliable.

that the most engaging form of content is video and this 
goes hand in hand with mobile users. Users are twice 
as likely than TV viewers and 1.4 times more likely as 
desktop viewers, to feel a sense of personal connection 
to brands that show video content or ads on their devices. 
as data continues to become cheaper, we can expect to 
see a significant increase in video content consumed by 
South africans.

So whether it be short ephemeral content or long form 
YouTube videos, it is important to use video content to 
stay on par in the social media domain. 

4. Personalising segmentation
While a brand has a main identity (with many sub factors), 
a key aspect we are able to leverage off of is the ability to 
personalise ads to reach different target segments. Social 
platforms offer advanced targeting options, including 
customisation of audiences and on various platforms 
we can include more than one primary copy, headline 
copy, description copy, and customisable placements. 
Personalisation will continue to rise with platforms 
serving ads to users who have showed interests in similar 
products from different brands.

5. Customer service, customer service! 
We have established that social platforms have evolved 
into retail platforms, product discovery platforms, 
awareness platforms and now customer support 
platforms! This trend began gradually as a result of 
delayed or no response through various other channels. 
From there, brands started directing users to the correct 
channels to use. it’s not just some one-off cases where 
customers post their questions or complaints on social 
media and brands respond. Now, it has become a 
significant enough customer service channel for brands to 
recognise it as one.

Social media is dynamic, and it is important to leverage 
these trends which will dominate the social media 
landscape in 2020 to stay ahead of competitors and to 
woo consumers. Happy clicking!  n

“

“

ephemeral content 
is more spontaneous 
and allows brands to 
connect in a unique 
way, becoming 
recognised as more 
human, relatable  
and reliable. 

“

Personalisation  
will continue to 
rise with platforms 
serving ads to users 
who have showed 
interests in similar 
products from 
different brands. 

“

2. Social commerce expansion
While we know that dominating platforms such as 
Facebook, instagram and YouTube have long been used 
by brands to sell their products, it’s safe to say that social 
commerce has become a new retail avenue for brands. 
This is going to rise in 2020 with more brands climbing 
onto the bandwagon. More niche platforms will follow 
suit by introducing selling and shopping posts. We will 
see these channels becoming mainstream retail on par 
with retail websites and offline stores. This means that 
competition will be fiercer, challenging new strategies 
around content and implementation on these already 
crowded platforms. 

3. Domination from video content
across all social platforms that may have been 
traditionally dominated by image or text content, it is clear 

Social Media
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The energy efficiency savings tax incentive (Section 12L), which 
was extended for three more years in the 2019 Budget speech, 
enables small and large businesses to save as much as 30% 
on their energy bills, while improving their carbon footprint 
and assisting in reducing the demand for South Africa’s scarce 
energy resources.

“The current rebate of 95c/kWh saved on energy consumption 
has proven to be of great interest to industry, as more and 
more businesses sign up with us,” explains Barry Bredenkamp, 
General Manager for Energy Efficiency at The South African 
National Energy Development Institute, (SANEDI).  

       “The 12L tax incentive’s 
objective is two-fold - to encourage 
energy saving in a constrained capacity 
environment and to assist in meeting the 
country’s commitments to reduce carbon 
emissions over the next few years.” 

Implementation
The incentive allows tax deduction for the saving of gas, coal, 
liquid fuels or any energy carrier, (excluding renewable energy). 

In order to claim the deduction, measurements must be kWh 
equivalent. The verified and measured energy efficiency saving 
must be over a period of 12 consecutive months, known as the 
implementation/assessment period, which is compared with 
the prior 12 months of baseline measurement. The baseline 
measurement and savings are verified and measured by a South 
African National Accreditation Systems (SANAS) accredited 
Measurement and Verification (M&V) Body, which assigns an 
M&V professional to the project.

In order to apply for the incentive, a company would appoint 
an accredited (M&V) professional to do an assessment of its 
business, no matter whether it is a plant, a hotel or normal 

office premises. (Residential households are excluded from 
applying for this incentive). The assessor will submit all the 
information to SANEDI and from there it would proceed with 
an evaluation to ascertain whether the claim is in line with the 
appropriate regulations and standards and can be approved.

More SARS activities included
SARS has updated the section on qualifying activities in their 
Interpretation Notes to not only include activities generating 
energy from combined heat and power but any activity 
that results in energy efficiency savings given that all other 
requirements are met and limitations do not apply. 

“In some instances, we have seen customers save up to 30% 
on their energy bill and in addition, receive a tax allowance on 
their tax return,” continues Bredenkamp. “There is a calculator 
on our website, where one can check the feasibility of applying 
for the incentive and get an indication of what the benefit will 
be. 

“There have been in excess of two-hundred applications 
over the period so far with many of these being blue-chip 
South African companies. We are excited that this window of 
opportunity has been extended for a further three years and 
we may possibly be able to double the number of applications,” 
he concludes.

About SANEDI
The South African National Energy Development Institute 
(SANEDI) was established in 2011 under the National Energy 
Act, 2008 (Act No. 34 of 2008). The Act provides for SANEDI 
to direct, monitor and conduct energy research and 
development, promote energy research and technology 
innovation as well as undertake measures to promote 
energy efficiency throughout the economy.

SANEDI’s energy development agenda is a key part of our 
country’s energy journey. SANEDI’s portfolio of initiatives 
are closely attuned to technology advancements, declining 
technology costs and continued innovation in the energy 
sector. As a whole, these can enable South Africa to  

take full advantage of our energy resources and the 
associated infrastructure development as a vehicle for 
economic growth, industrialisation, employment creation 
and sustainable development.

Our Vision
Sustainable living for growth and prosperity in Africa.

Our Mission
Using applied and energy research and resource efficiency 
to develop innovative, integrated solutions that will catalyse 
growth and prosperity.

Get your tax incentive on energy efficiency savings

E N E R G Y  I N N O VAT I O N  F O R  L I F E

save energy over  

12 months = tax allowance 

95c = 1 kWh saved

energy savings

12L

+27 11 038 4300           information@sanedi.org.za  

www.sanedi.org.za

For enquiries, please contact us on:

@Energy_ZA@Sanedi.gov
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OpiniOn: StandardS Of gOOd cOnduct

services industry meets  
standards of good conduct

following in-depth discussions with 25 of South  
africa’s top financial firms, and the royal commission  
of inquiry’s report on misconduct in the financial 
industry, it is encouraging to see that initial findings 
point to a financial services industry that comports well 
with standards of good conduct. However, gaps remain 
that need to be overcome.

By Dr Andy Schmulow, Senior Advisor at DB & Associates

Findings show SA financial 
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As part of an assessment of the commitment to 
conduct standards in the sector, DB & Associates has 
had over 100 meetings with the executive leadership 
of the top 25 firms in South Africa’s financial sector 
over the past 18 months. This culminated in a Royal 
Commission of Inquiry into misconduct in the financial 
industry, which delivered its final report earlier this 
year. The Commission’s findings were, to say the 
least, sobering. Initially, the assumption was made 
that, because South Africa is a developing country 
with high levels of corruption in government, as bad 
as things were in Australia, they would be worse in 
South Africa. This prediction could not have been 
more wrong.

Learnings from Australia’s mistakes
forming part of the discussions with leading financial 
institutions were dr andy Schmulow, Senior advisor 
at dB & associates, who has in-depth experience in 
australia’s financial industry. His extensive knowledge 
about the australian landscape is relevant for two 
reasons: the financial system regulatory reforms currently 
underway in South africa are modelled on australia’s 
Twin Peaks regime; and secondly, because australia’s 
financial regulation is in crisis – the product of system-
wide failure to enforce anything approaching good 
conduct, pervasively evident for over a decade, with 
misconduct, and at times serious criminality, perpetrated 
on an industrial scale.

What was encountered is a financial services industry 
which, while not perfect by any means, nonetheless 
comports well with standards of good conduct. the 
reasons are many and varied. they include a far deeper 
awareness that the financial industry must serve the 
community in which it operates, not the other way 
around. an understanding of the need to contribute to 
redressing economic inequality embedded by decades 
of discrimination, for both social justice reasons, and 
to create the kind of economic prosperity that firms 
themselves need, in order to grow. But doubtless also 
the treating customers fairly (tcf) regime has played 
an important role in readying financial firms for the 
forthcoming introduction of new conduct legislation:  
the Conduct of Financial Institutions Act (cofi).

From process-driven to values-driven
However, gaps remain. these relate chiefly to 
requirements to transform culture and governance, and 
the disjuncture between tcf and cofi. With regards 
to the former, cofi will require a shift in corporate 
governance from what, to how and why. this shifts 
culture ad governance from being process-driven to 
becoming values-driven. tcf compliance similarly 
requires shifts to plug gaps. for example: the six tcf 
pillars do not map exactly to the nine pillars of cofi.

the three pillars that will be new under cofi present 
significant challenges. in the case of product or service 
distribution, a regulated entity will be responsible for 
misconduct committed by brokers, including brokers 
wholly independent. this will be tricky. How should a 
firm enforce its obligations on an independent broker 
– especially a highly successful one – without the risk 
of that broker ending its relationship with the firm, and 
henceforth, selling only its competitor’s products? How 
will a firm impose, if need be, close scrutiny of a broker’s 
activities, especially one located remotely? there are 
answers to these questions, but they are imperfect.

Three pillars, three challenges
1. These differences relate primarily to CoFI 
requirements for distribution, culture and 
governance, and licensing.
in respect of culture and governance, cofi will require a 
whole of entity regeneration of culture; an exercise that 
will go far deeper than anything encouraged by tcf. the 
consequences of failure are real: Momentum has recently 
been slapped with a r100 million fine by the fSca for 
governance failures in one of their unit trusts. So, whereas 
in the past governance issues, like conflicts of interest, 
could be ticked off on the basis that the firm ‘has a policy’ 
addressing the issue, this will no longer suffice. now the 
enquiry will relate to both the efficacy of the policy itself, 
and the strength of its implementation. 

2. TCF compliance is ascertained by the firm itself. 
CoFI compliance will be independently judged by 
the newly established Financial Sector Conduct 
Authority (FSCA).
to date, tcf compliance has been a matter for the firm 
to judge, but self-assessment is a complacency trap 
writ large. for one thing, self-assessment will never be 
as searching or as critical as an independent review. 
unavoidable cognitive biases, with which we are all 
afflicted, guarantee that. the only credible form of 
assessment is arms-length (which must preclude, for 
example, being undertaken by a firm’s auditors; such 
assessments merely embed leveraged conflicts of 
interest). reviews must be grounded in methodologically 
rigorous, credible, and critical recursive reviews, 
conducted independently. as such, current tcf 
assessments present the risk of being a complacent  
and self-affirming trap.

“
What was encountered 
is a financial services 
industry which, while not 
perfect by any means, 
nonetheless comports 
well with standards of 
good conduct. 

“
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About Dr Andy Schmulow 
Dr Andy Schmulow is part of the premier research cluster in Australia and in the world. In his role as an Australian academic, Dr Schmulow 
has been called upon to advise the New Zealand Law Commission; SA National Treasury; the FSCA; and the Korean Financial Supervisory 
Service. In 2017, he was appointed as a member of the Independent Panel of Experts to advise National Treasury on the drafting of the  
CoFI Bill.

3. TCF compliance is more superficial in nature 
and is often addressed as an afterthought, 
whereas CoFI requires a deeper and more 
profound treatment, addressed as forethought.
TCF’s pillars lack the cascading sets of sub-principles 
included in CoFI’s pillars. As such, TCF is by nature more 
superficial, more malleable, and easier to demonstrate. 
As a result, it tends to default to a tick-box approach, in 
which TCF adherence is demonstrated through the use 
of leading questions, posed by the firm, to deliver the 
affirmations the firm seeks. As a result, even under a TCF 
framework, several firms have acknowledged that they 
are still product-focused, not client-focused. A failure 
to reform such a product-flogging emphasis will serve 
them poorly under the new regime. CoFI, by contrast, will 
require compliance as forethought to product and service 
design and construction, whereas under TCF, a number 
of firms continue to check compliance as the product rolls 
off the production line. Put differently; compliance must 
be an active participant from conception, not a theatre 
assistant at birth. Therefore, CoFI requires demonstrable 
success in promoting financial literacy and financial 
inclusion and affords protection to sophisticated as well 
as retail customers.

OPINION: STANDArDS OF gOOD CONDuCT

A journey of change towards 
compliance
Set against all of this is a conduct authority – the FSCA 
– whose remit and powers – especially as compared to 
its progenitor, the Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission – make it fully weaponised. It can punish, 
and can do so severely (and has already), whereas the 
recipients of FSCA sanctions are severely limited in their 
avenues for appeal. This enables the FSCA to move 
swiftly, and come down hard. In the process, firms that 
incur its wrath, even if they mount successful appeals,  
will be tarnished, and their reputations damaged. 

A better and more prudent approach would be 
to leverage existing TCF adherence, not in a vein 
of complacency, but rather as a good start to a real 
and much deeper change journey. A journey in which 
compliance is reconceptualised, firm values are 
implemented (not simply articulated), and corporate 
culture is strengthened and enhanced towards customer 
centricity, at every level of the organisation.  n

“
A better and more 
prudent approach 
would be to leverage 
existing TCF 
adherence, not in a 
vein of complacency, 
but rather as a 
good start to a real 
and much deeper 
change journey. 

“

“
Compliance  
must be an active 
participant from 
conception, not a 
theatre assistant  
at birth. 

“
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Inspiring growth through the consistent delivery of 
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and regulatory certainty  
for greater investments

the South african government is committed to addressing the triple challenges 
of unemployment, poverty and inequality. the lives of ordinary South africans 
have improved, and their dignity restored, over the past 25 years. this is despite 
challenges that persist.

By Gwede Mantashe, Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy

Ensuring policy
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One of the priorities of the 6th democratic 
Administration, as declared by President Cyril 
Ramaphosa, is the transformation of the economy 
to create growth, jobs and ensure inclusiveness. 
This can be achieved through, amongst others, 
meaningful investments. Therefore, the imperative 
for policy and regulatory certainty to enable 
investment decisions.

the mining and energy portfolio is critical to economic 
growth and development. thus, merging the departments 
asserts their mutually reinforcing nature. it enables the 
streamlining of processes, integration in the value chain 
from upstream to downstream, and ensures alignment of 
the policy and regulatory framework. this should result 
in an adequately capacitated, efficient and responsive 
department, aligned to the needs of the industry and 
economy.

Clear requirements for current  
& potential investors in mining
the Mineral and Petroleum resources Development act 
(MPrDa), as well as Section 100 thereof, provide clear 
requirements for current and potential investors into 
mining.

in 2018, the Department gazetted the Mining Charter 
2018 for implementation, following months of intensive 
engagements with stakeholders in the industry. the Charter 
– which recognises workers and host communities as 
shareholders – is an important contributory element to 
efforts aimed at stimulating the economy. 

gazetting of the Charter, which represents a consensus 
among stakeholders, has created the necessary certainty 
in the industry, which was recognised by the Fraser 
institute. in its 2018 survey, the institute ranked South 
africa in terms of the attractiveness of its mining policies, 
56th out of 83 countries surveyed – an improvement of  
25 places, compared to being ranked number 81 out of 
91 countries in 2017. these ratings recognise the work 
done by government in providing stability and certainty  
on policy and regulation of the mining industry. 

indeed, the Charter provides certainty and the 
Department will continue to work with the sector to 
ensure the Charter is beneficial to all.

Growth and competitiveness strategy 
at an advanced stage 
the development of a growth and competitiveness 
strategy is at an advanced stage. We are conscious that 
growth, transformation and competitiveness are all critical 
for the long-term sustainability of the mining sector.

We are moving with the necessary speed to finalise 
the legislation governing the upstream petroleum sector, 
which will bring much-needed certainty to this growing 
sector of our economy.

Despite the present economic climate, we must 
ascertain a secure and sustainable provision of energy 
for the socio-economic development of our country. 
to this end, the integrated resource Plan (irP) was 
approved by Cabinet and released in October 2019 for 
implementation. this approval further brought certainty  
to a sector that is a catalyst for growth and development.

in line with the mandate of the Department, the irP 
2019 supports a diversified energy mix that includes 
all forms of energy technologies such as cleaner coal, 
nuclear, gas, hydro, renewables and battery storage. 
Ours is to use diverse energy resources in sustainable 
quantities, at affordable prices and mindful  
of environmental requirements.

additional capacity to the energy mix as contained in 
the irP 2019 for the period up to 2030 is as follows:  
1 500MW of generation from coal, 2 500MW from hydro, 
6 000MW from photovoltaic, 14 400MW from wind,  
2 088MW from storage and 3 000MW from gas.

the irP 2019 puts to rest the often-polemical debate 
regarding the country’s future energy mix. the department 
has been categorically clear from the onset that ours is 
not to be a lobby group for a particular energy technology, 
but rather to execute our mandate of ensuring security 
of energy supply, using all available resources. now that 
the energy mix has been outlined, we must work with the 
necessary speed and resolve to ensure its implementation.

We are encouraged by the continued confidence 
shown in the South african economy by investors – 
particularly the increased commitments from South 
african businesses as witnessed during the second 
South africa investment Conference. n

“

“

Despite the present 
economic climate, 
we must ascertain a 
secure and sustainable 
provision of energy for 
the socio-economic 
development of our 
country. 

“
in its 2018 survey, the 
institute ranked South 
africa in terms of the 
attractiveness of its  
mining policies, 56th out  
of 83 countries surveyed 
– an improvement of 25 
places, compared to being  
ranked number 81 out 
of 91 countries in 2017. 

“
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Green cred:  
Changing the  
face of business

in a 2014 Greenpeace report, it-related services were 
found to be responsible for around 2% of all global 
carbon emissions. that’s as much as the entire aviation 
sector – a sector that’s been under environmental 
scrutiny over the past few years and seen dips in growth 
thanks to a significant change in travel trends and 
destinations. 

By Patrick Reeves, Managing Executive at Axiz
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In 2017, the Greenpeace Guide to Greener Electronics 
found that some of the leading brands were still 
lagging when it came to transparency in the supply 
chain, renewable energy and dirty energy – the  
17 biggest companies responsible for more than  
103 million metric tons of CO2e in 2016 alone.  Today, 
the dialogue is changing, albeit slowly. Companies are 
finally paying attention to the value of the climate and 
the need to redress their impact on the environment.

in Europe, a company’s green credentials are no longer 
considered a differentiator – if you want to sell something 
new or innovative you need these credentials in order to 
succeed. if you don’t have a recycling programme or a 
power efficient product or a trade-in programme, then you 
can’t compete in the market. Green has become a checkbox 
that companies need ticked before they’ll do business.

SA behind global green standards
yet South africa remains at least a year or two behind 
global green standards as many of the country’s decision 
makers are focusing more on the bottom line than on 
getting their environmental balance right. While this 
is somewhat understandable in a tight and mercurial 
economic and political climate, it is something that axiz 
believes is as important to address as budgets and  
cost-efficiencies.

axiz has been on the green journey for a long time 
and we’ve invested in initiatives and solutions that 
support not only our employees and business, but our 
customers as well. We have developed a cohesive PC 
recycling ecosystem across all our offices to ensure that 
our systems are appropriately disposed of and that our 
technology investment is into low-power, green-friendly 
solutions. Our goal is to minimise our impact on the 
environment as much as possible.

the problem is that many organisations don’t consider 
the technology disposal burden of tomorrow when they 
invest in solutions for today. they are thinking of right now, 
of being relevant, and of their productivity. they aren’t 
thinking of what will happen to the PC or printer or printer 
cartridge after it’s finished doing its job.  Fortunately, 
this mentality is starting to shift as more organisations 
and individuals’ vet their technology against high green 
standards.

People want to know if their power supply has been vetted 
by EPEat, for example, or how much power they use and 
how they can minimise this. they want solutions that will help 
them to reduce their impact on the environment and this is 
being driven by both employees and corporates.

For several years, axiz has made its own technology 
waste disposal premises available to its clients. Here, 
the e-waste is sent on to specific recycling plants where 
they remove the lead and mercury, separate the glass 
and plastic and metal, and ensure that the toxic elements 
are disposed of correctly. axiz also works with relevant 
vendors, such as HP, that abide by strict disposal 
regulations that require they resell and recycle the various 
elements from their devices.

HP has also developed HP Renew, a programme 
that refurbishes and replaces old laptops, getting them 
into a saleable condition for a new lease on life. axiz 
encourages its customers to use its premises to drop off 
their e-waste so it can be disposed of correctly and help 
customers achieve their own green goals. the problem is 
that many companies are still not prioritising this, still see 
this as a hassle, and this has to change.

Cloud helps companies to become 
greener 
in addition to the safe and correct disposal of e-waste, 
companies can expand their green footprint by investing 
in solutions that reduce dirty energy and improve 
transparency. interestingly, this is where cloud – 
previously a hot contender for bad environmental practice 
– comes in. 

“
the problem is that many 
organisations don’t consider 
the technology disposal 
burden of tomorrow when 
they invest in solutions for 
today. they are thinking of 
right now, of being relevant, 
and of their productivity. they 
aren’t thinking of what will 
happen to the PC or printer 
or printer cartridge after it’s 
finished doing its job. 

“

Cloud is starting to find its green feet as companies 
such as Microsoft and Salesforce focus on providing 
solutions that overcome the legacy issues of poor supply 
chain visibility, dirty energy and power-hungry technology. 
Cloud and as-a-Service solutions have shifted their 
environmental footprint thanks to considered investment 
and interest from service providers and vendors. 
Microsoft’s cloud computing is 93% energy efficient 
and research by northwestern university and lawrence 
berkeley national university has found that the cloud can 
potentially cut energy use by 87%. 

Cloud helps companies to become greener, even if 
they’re only focusing on price. it sits well with people 
who want to only pay for what they use and with those 
who want to ensure that what they use isn’t making 
the environment pay. the dialogue is changing, and 
companies are starting to pay attention to how they can 
improve their green stance. axiz will remain committed to 
leading the way as it wants to be a leader in building  
a greener future. n

SuStainability
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What will it take  
for South African  
businesses to survive  
the 2020s?

Business operates in a time of unprecedented volatility 
across economic, social, technology and political trends, 
and as these trends evolve, business leaders can no 
longer rely on traditional business formulas for success.  

By Terence Williams, CEO of Aon South Africa
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OPINION: BUSINESS SUCCESS

Many forces are reshaping the world and entire 
industries, and there are equally challenging questions 
about the role of business in society. The keys to 
business success have fundamentally changed. 
Across virtually every industry sector and economy, 
growth is increasingly difficult to achieve and sustain, 
pedigree in the market is no longer a factor when it 
comes to survival, and a myopic focus on financial 
performance is no longer enough in a society that 
demands more ethical and societal involvement from 
business. 

Definitive trends are emerging, and more than ever, 
business leaders must explore new ways to cope with 
the evolving and heavily inter-related complexities of 
business unusual in the 2020s. 

The future of business is also about much more 
than business alone. The successful businesses in the 
2020s will be those that understand the inextricable 
links between the social, political, technological and 
environmental ecosystems they participate in.

Successful companies will be the ones that meet these 
changing shifts head on, preparing themselves thoroughly 
by anticipating future needs, and undertaking the difficult 
process of finding solutions to address them. In doing 
so, they will establish new and resonant competitive 
advantages in a world of seismic evolution. 

Change is no longer a choice. 

Key imperatives to make sense  
of uncertainty and change 
#1: Data driven insights will drive  
the most successful organisations
Definitive risk trends are emerging, and sophisticated data 
and analytics models are providing powerful insights not 
only into historical patterns, but into the future risks facing 
business. According to Aon’s One Brief, more data has 
been created in the past few decades than in any other 
period in history, while the vast amount of data available 
today is predicted to double every three years. 

However, data carries no value if insights aren’t 
extracted and acted upon to help drive better decisions. 
Business leaders will move from simply investing in data 
to fostering an entire culture that embraces insights-
based decision-making at all levels of an organisation. 
Fundamentally, data-driven insights are critical to moving 
from uncertainty to opportunity.

#2: Understand the nature and financial 
impact of intangible exposures
Key risks facing business are increasingly intangible – 
brand value, reputation, intellectual property, cyber and 
non-damage business interruption. According to Aon’s 
One Brief, business value will shift and what’s invisible 
will be the most valuable. Every industry is experiencing 
some form of technology disruption that is fundamentally 
reshaping its business, and some of the highest valued 

businesses today are those where innovation is king. 
A major source of this value stems from “intangible” 
assets such as patents, trademarks, trade secrets and IP, 
copyrights, data, goodwill and even the value of a brand 
itself. It stands to reason that business leaders – and 
insurers – need to develop appropriate risk management 
programmes and risk solutions for such intangible 
exposures. 

#3: Cybercrime must be a C-suite 
priority
The increasing frequency and voracity of cyber concerns 
are mirrored in Aon's 2019 Global Risk Management 
Survey where participants ranked cyberattacks and data 
breaches as #6 in the top 10 risks facing organisations 
today. Startling figures are changing business and 
public perceptions of cyberattacks and South African 
organisations of all sizes and industries are not immune  
to this scourge, and the subsequent fallout. 

South Africa now ranks as one of the top countries 
globally for cyberattacks, with SA ranking 7 out of 16 
countries polled for the highest cost of a cyber breach 
at R36.5 million, according to an IBM security study 
conducted by the Ponemon Institute. 

Intrinsically linked to cyber risk is business interruption 
where businesses are heavily affected by cyber incidents 
that turn into unexpected and costly operational 
disruptions, with Lloyd’s estimating that cyber-related 
business interruption could cost businesses as much as 
US$400 billion a year. 

“
The future of business is 
also about much more 
than business alone. The 
successful businesses 
in the 2020s will be 
those that understand 
the inextricable links 
between the social, 
political, technological and 
environmental ecosystems 
they participate in. 

“

According to Aon’s One Brief, the key connection with 
technology will continue to move businesses forward 
and, at the same time, become a bigger and bigger risk. 
Business leaders will continue to form cross-functional 
teams to work collaboratively across the organisation to 
build cyber resilience. Increasingly, the issue will become 
a board-level and C-suite discussion, covering preparation 
through mitigation – and everyone in the organisation will 
have a role to play to protect against cyber threats.

OPINION: BUSINESS SUCCESS
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#4: Political risks, and the impact  
on economies, will intensify
Developed nations traditionally associated with political 
stability are becoming new sources of volatility and 
uncertainty that worry businesses. Despite the availability 
of more data and analytics, and more mitigation 
solutions, companies are less prepared for political risk 
than ever before according to Aon’s 2019 Global Risk 
Management Survey. Understanding and preparing for 
the impact of geopolitical uncertainty and international 
trade tensions will determine which businesses survive 
the fallouts and rise to find new opportunities in 
uncertainty.  

#5: Climate change is a global priority 
As climate change intensifies, the economic impact 
increases accordingly. Property-related and business 
interruption losses as a result of fire and weather 
catastrophes have increased dramatically in South Africa, 
with 2017 having the highest underwriting losses on 
record. 

Storms, floods, tornados and fires increasingly account 
for the lion’s share of local property and business 
interruption insurance claims, yet businesses remain 
under-insured for the financial impact of weather-related 
and uncontrollable losses. 

It is vital for business leaders to gain a better 
understanding of the impact of climate change and the 
dynamics of extreme weather events. In this way, they 
can anticipate and effectively manage their exposures. 
At the same time, businesses need to demonstrate 
their commitment to and execution of reimagining their 
processes and ways of doing business to lessen and 
mitigate their impact on what is probably the greatest 
crisis currently facing the planet and everything on it. 

#6: Go to war for talent
Uncertainty around politics and economics are likely to 
widen SA’s skills shortages as an exodus of skilled people 
takes place, placing companies under pressure to afford 
and retain top talent. And while technology will help 
companies gain insight from data, they still need find the 
balance between artificial and human intelligence.  

According to Aon’s One Brief, no industry is untouched 
by technology. As organisations make monumental shifts 

OPINION: BUSINESS SUCCESS

– whether to better serve customers and move from 
bricks and mortar to digital or to achieve efficiencies to 
remain competitive and shift entire business models – 
technology is not working alone. 

It is people that will be at the helm of driving the 
decisions that will in turn drive impactful change. It is 
people that will bring forward and execute against the 
insights that come from the vast amounts of data that will 
continue to be generated. And there is a considerable 
talent shortage – for the right talent. 

Business leaders will begin to prioritise talent 
assessment, reward and performance tools and the skill 
sets needed to build an agile workforce. Companies 
will also begin to embrace the idea that helping people 
understand the choices they face and how they can 
own their journey through their career can, over time, 
materially help ease the burden of change for individuals, 
corporations and governments alike.

Familiar pathways to business success 
have all but disappeared 
The capacity to embrace and adjust to continual change 
is an imperative for business success in the 2020s. 
And data driven insights make it possible to understand 
what has worked, and what may or may not work in the 
future. A universal truth is that yesterday’s solutions no 
longer address the risks posed by a technologically, 
economically and politically fraught environment. 

In our dynamic and complex environment, planning and 
predicting alone won’t necessarily guarantee success. 
Agility will require that businesses learn and implement 
faster than rivals, adapt to constant change and reimagine 
competitive possibilities, while having appropriate 
safety nets in place to manage the inherent but often 
unchartered risks. The successful business in the 2020s 
will be the one that strikes the right balance between 
managing volatility and maximising performance with 
data-driven risk insights to best manage through the risk 
to reap the reward.

It is here where Aon’s fact-based insights ensure 
optimal decision making when it comes to responding to 
risk by comprehensively identifying, evaluating, quantifying 
and mitigating with a solutions-based management 
approach to insurance and advice, combined with risk 
management strategy to help you protect your people, 
assets and brand, now and into the future. n

About Terence Williams  
Williams is responsible for all Aon operations in South Africa. Before his appointment as CEO Aon South Africa in 2013, he was the Chief 
Broking Officer for Aon. He joined Aon in June 2001 as a Broking Director in Aon United Kingdom, and in August 2011, became Head of 
Casualty Aon Global. In March 2013, he returned to South Africa to work for Aon.

References:
• The One Brief, https://theonebrief.com/2020toptrends/ [accessed 16 Feb 2020)
•  Aon 2019 Global Risk Management Survey; https://www.aon.com/2019-top-global-risks-management-economics-geopolitics-brand-

damage-insights/index.html; [accessed 16 Feb 2020]
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TRADE

Africa Scotland  
Business Network  
opens trade opportunities in SA

The launch of the Africa Scotland Business Network 
in November 2019 highlighted one thing – there’s a 
great deal of positivity about South Africa’s business 
prospects. The Scots certainly think so. 

By Nicola Probyn, facilitator and co-founder at Africa Scotland  
Business Network.

TRADE
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According to Wesgro, the official tourism, trade and 
investment promotion agency for Cape Town and 
the Western Cape, 13 foreign direct investment (FDI) 
projects were recorded from South Africa to Scotland 
(in the period January 2003 to June 2019). These 
represented a total capex value of £40.40 million 
(R787 million), and 529 jobs. 

Over the same period, there were 16 FDI projects 
recorded from Scotland to South Africa worth  
£164.96 million (R3 216 million), creating 1 024 
jobs. The same period also saw three FDI projects 
being recorded into the Western Cape from Scotland, 
representing a total capex value of £66.62 million  
R1 298 million), creating 196 Jobs. One project worth 
£10.60 million (R206 million) was recorded from the 
Western Cape to Scotland creating, 20 jobs.

To support this burgeoning trade relationship, business 
partner duo Claire Alexander, a Scottish entrepreneur 
living in South Africa, and Nicola Probyn, a local South 
African, collaborated with the Scottish Government to 
launch the Africa Scotland Business Network (ASBN), 
to support, educate and provide opportunities for 
businesses from both nations. 

Alexander and Probyn put together a board with a mix 
of dynamic Scottish and African businesspeople and then 
pitched their idea to start an Africa Scottish business 
network to the Scottish government. 

In July 2019, they were given the thumbs-up and all-
important funding from Scotland, which they augmented 
with their own investment and a sponsorship secured 
from Craig International – a Scottish oil and gas service 
who recently set up their Africa head office in Cape Town. 

Steven Craig, Director of Africa at Craig International, 
says that he is hoping to support Scottish companies 
looking to do more business in Africa, as well as South 
African companies wanting to invest in Scotland. 

‘We’ve got expertise in a lot of different industries, so 
we’re confident that we can hopefully increase trade and 
employment,’ he says.

Stephanie McDonald, a Scottish global infrastructure 
lawyer, has come onboard as a non-executive director. 

‘There is so much opportunity here. The Scottish 
government is very focused on trade relations with 
Europe, China, India and the United States, but has little 
coverage in Africa,’ she says.

McDonald adds that, other than a focus on oil and gas 
in West Africa, there is a huge opportunity gap. 

‘From a risk profile point of view, Africa can be a difficult 
place to do business. So, understandably, there has been 
limited attention and focus from Scotland,’ she adds.

Having identified the gap, she says, the founders 
of ASBN came together in the hopes of fostering 
closer collaboration between business, networks and 
government organisations. 

‘As a network, we’ve started the wheel turning to attract 
investment into South Africa from Scotland, and vice versa.’

Since the network’s launch in Cape Town during Africa 
Oil and Gas Week in November, it has grown organically 
to a membership of 86 and counting.

In collaboration with the Scottish government, ASBN 
is assisting a Scottish-owned training business expand 
operations in Cape Town, to train and upskill a local 
labour force for the oil and gas industry. Currently, Africa 
is spending huge amounts on foreign expertise to service 
such industries. 

“
Steven Craig, Director 
of Africa at Craig 
International, says that 
he is hoping to support 
Scottish companies 
looking to do more 
business in Africa,  
as well as South
African companies 
wanting to invest in 
Scotland. 

“

TRADE TRADE
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About Nicola Probyn 
Nicola is ASBN’s co-founder and the network’s brand and marketing lead. She ensures the brand is strong and that the world knows about it. 
She hails from Graaf-Reinet, hometown of her great, great grandfather, the Scottish missionary Andrew Murray. Raised in Cape Town, Nicola 
studied for her BSocSci degree at the University of Cape Town before heading to London where she worked for KPMG.

She and her English husband moved to Sydney for 10 years where she worked as Direct Marketing Manager for WWF Australia and then 
Brand Manager at Vodafone. Home beckoned and upon settling back in Cape Town in 2009, she worked at Old Mutual as marketing manager 
for New Product Solutions, developing a mobile banking solution for the mass market.

In 2012 Nicola and Claire Alexander co-founded successful, award-winning event management and marketing agency, Firecracker. The 
Africa Scotland Business Network is their third business. They also launched an open dialogue event series called Illumi.Nation in 2019.

Through direct engagement, ASBN is already 
facilitating a possible deal for a start-up food tech 
company; a Johannesburg-based agent and the Pineapple 
Growers Association to export fruit to Scotland. In 
addition to business ventures, ASBN is liaising with a 
global Scottish charity looking to increase its footprint in 
South Africa. 

‘This is all within two weeks of launching, which is 
extremely exciting and promising. Our aim is to have  
200 businesses onboard in our marketplace by the end  
of 2020,’ says Alexander. 

Wesgro is an enthusiastic supporter of the network. 
The organisation had already sought to bed down 
positive trade relations with Scotland, with a 2017 visit 
to Edinburgh with now Premier Alan Winde, to discuss 
ongoing collaboration and opportunities between the two 
nations. Wesgro and ASBN are currently working on a 
possible trade delegation to Scotland in the first half of 
2020.

TRADE

“

“

Alexander believes that 
there is a great deal 
of synergy between 
the economies of 
Scotland and Africa. 
They are both strong in 
technology, renewable 
energy, agriculture
and agri-tech, food 
and beverages, 
manufacturing and 
education. 

“

As Scotland is a global 
leader in renewable 
energy, with targets to 
be carbon neutral by 
2050, and is already a 
net producer of clean 
energy, many nations 
are turning to Scotland 
for expertise. This is 
one of the industries 
that Alexander 
believes is ripe for 
collaboration. 

“

Alexander believes that there is a great deal of synergy 
between the economies of Scotland and Africa. They are 
both strong in technology, renewable energy, agriculture 
and agri-tech, food and beverages, manufacturing and 
education. 

As Scotland is a global leader in renewable energy, 
with targets to be carbon neutral by 2050, and is already 
a net producer of clean energy, many nations are turning 
to Scotland for expertise. This is one of the industries that 
Alexander believes is ripe for collaboration. 

‘The network also has a mission to ensure skills transfer 
and is investigating opportunities for Scottish universities 
to provide bursaries for disadvantaged students from 
South Africa. At the same time, it is collaborating with 
the Scotland Africa Business Association in Edinburgh 
to help us match African businesses to commercial 
opportunities in Scotland,’ she adds. 

The union of Scotland and South Africa appears to 
have great potential, as early interest and deals are 
already indicating. It is likely that the organisation will  
go from strength to strength, creating international trade, 
as well as knowledge and skills sharing opportunities  
for both nations. n
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